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3 The Empire, the Nation and the Region: Competing Identifications in Bukovina 
 
 
3.1 Bukovinians and Austria 
 
In the Habsburg era, discourse on loyalties and belonging, the concept of ‘Austria’ often 
remains impalpable. The obvious dominance of national affinities (Vielvölkerstaat) and 
Habsburg patriotism in Austrian schoolbooks indicates a relationship between the ruling 
house and its peoples rather than an all-encompassing identification with the Austrian state.253 
The dynasty saw itself as the only agency that was entitled to demand supranational loyalty 
from all of its subjects.254 

According to Miroslav Hroch, except for marginal attempts, the monarchy abstained from the 
construction of an all-Austrian landscape and places of remembrance255 - but this assertion is 
questionable if only because of the large architectural imprint the Monarchy left all over its 
former territories. Yet, only comparatively recently scholars have begun to challenge some of 
the underlying assumptions inherent in much of the established literature which tended to 
avoid the issue of how precisely the state fitted into the overall matrix of identification 
processes at the individual or group level.256 It is argued that studies of particular 
‘nationalities’ have tended to focus on the journey of a single destined ‘ethnie’ toward 
national consciousness to the exclusion of other ‘national communities’ inhabiting the same 
cities, towns, and rural regions, while the role of the imperial center was mostly ignored.257 
Yet the role this centre played was pivotal; the point has already been made earlier that 
despite the fact that there was indeed much dissatisfaction with Habsburg rule, no major 
nationalist leader or party called for the destruction of the Monarchy.258  
 
In Bukovina, nationalists may have had their own political parties, but mostly, they accepted 
not just the rules of the game, but also the legitimacy of the state in which they found 
themselves in its existing territorial form: their self-image, in other words, was of being 
Austrian.259 British-Canadian historian Stambrook noted that for those with some education 

                                                            
253 Brückmuller 1995, p. 279. 
254 Urbanitsch 2004, p. 105. 
255 Hroch, Miroslav, Das Europa der Nationen - Die moderne Nationsbildung im europäischen Vergleich, 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Göttingen 2005, p. 231. 
256 Cole, Laurence, The Habsburg Monarchy as a failing experiment? Reflections on processes of national 
identification in imperial Austria (conference paper), National identification from below. Europe from the late 
18th century to the end of the First World War, Ghent 2008. 
257 Unowsky, Daniel L., Celebrating Two Emperors and a Revolution - The Public Contest to Represent the 
Polish and Ruthenian Nations in 1880, in: Cole, Laurence and Unowsky, Daniel L., The Limits of Loyalty: 
Imperial Symbolism, Popular Allegiances, and State Patriotism in the late Habsburg Monarchy, Berghahn 
Books, New York 2007, 113-137, p. 113. 
258 Jelavich, Barbara, History of the Balkans - Twentieth Century (Vol. 2), Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1983, p. 77. 
259 Rokkan and Urwin made this observation regarding the Swedish speakers in Finland. See Rokkan, Stein and 
Urwin, Derek W., The Politics of territorial Identity - Studies in European Regionalism, SAGE Publications, 
London/Beverly Hills/New Delhi 1982, p. 1. 
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and awareness of Rechtsstaat and of Austrian citizenship, with its rights and obligations, 
being Austrian and the idea of ‘Austria’ were important. This seems rather self-evident: a 
person more or less logically acknowledges the authority which has vested him with rights he 
appreciates. Unconvincingly, Stambrook linked the degree of affiliation Bukovinians felt with 
the Austrian state directly to the ethnicity he assigned them to; Jews appreciated the equality 
of rights and the security that Austrian rule provided, and in consequence developed 
patriotism (Vaterlandsliebe) and an absolute sense of belonging to the monarchy; Ruthenians 
could think of themselves as Austrians since their newspapers advised their readers of their 
rights as Austrian citizens and reasoned that Ruthenians were not looking for another 
motherland since they had the Austrian Empire; only among Bukovina’s Romanians, 
Stambrook concluded, there had indeed been a few who had longed for union with the 
neighbouring Kingdom of Romania.260 Stambrook’s approach poses two major problems, 
firstly by assuming that every Bukovinian had a strong sense of ethnic/national awareness, 
and secondly by presupposing that there was a one-on-one correlation between one’s national 
affiliation and one’s identification with Austria. 
 
Whereas stories of unsatisfied clerics who had left the territory once the Austrians had taken 
over found their way to numerous Romanian nationalist historiographies,261 most sources 
from the early Habsburg-Bukovinian days report a general mood of contentment and 
cooperation with Vienna among Bukovinian aristocrats. In the days of the occupation, 
Austrian presence was said to have helped to ‘restore quiet and order’. Allegiance to the state 
was initially first and foremost a matter of military support: in the Russo-Turkish-Austrian 
war of 1788, a brigade of Bukovinian volunteers participated in an expedition against the 
Turks. During the 1805 war against Napoleon, which eventually meant Austrian defeat and 
the end of the Holy Roman Empire, substantial donations were encouraged and made by the 
Orthodox Church. Bukovinian volunteers fought against the Poles and the Russians in 1807 
after an appeal for support had been issued in German, Russian and Moldavian. After 
Napoleon defeated Austria and imposed harsh peace terms in the Treaty of Schönbrunn (14 
October 1809), Bukovina contributed to the war reparations and again to the Austrian forces 
during the War of the Sixth Coalition (1812–1814) which would ultimately conquer 
Napoleon. In 1849, Bukovina sent 1100 ‘willing and brave’ soldiers to defend Temesvár in 
the Hungarian part of the Empire, which was besieged by Hungarian revolutionaries.262 Even 
in the tumultuous period of the 1848 revolutionary days which produced the end of servitude 
and as such also major changes in the position of landowning classes, Bukovinian noblemen 
were said to bear no grudge against the state. On the contrary, they were ‘with very little 
exceptions entirely devoted to the Austrian government and in disagreement with the few 
liberals among them’. Most of them, the local authorities from Lemberg assured, ‘openly 
declared to have always been happy under the Austrian government and to long only for the 

                                                            
260 Stambrook 2004, pp. 195-197. 
261 See for instance Țugui, Pavel, Bucovina - istorie şi cultură, Albatros, Bucharest 2002, p. 83. 
262 Werenka, Daniel, Der Kriegsruf an die Bukowina. 1809, gr.-or. Oberrealschule in Czernowitz, Czernowitz 
1903. 
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recognition as a distinct region’.263 However, the broader social strata in Bukovina were 
deeply discontented with the provisional character of local government which had been in 
place since the Austrian occupation: political and judicial uncertainties had caused a deep 
distrust. Official promises that the situation would be mended remained empty and damaged 
the reputation of the Austrian centre of power.264  
 
In 1866, ‘His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty’s most loyal and devoted subjects’ from 
Bukovina doubled the payment of those volunteering for the war against Prussia and 
considered to enlarge the land’s fund for war cripples. They apologised for the fact that the 
land’s financial situation did not allow a more substantial contribution.265 Unfortunately, the 
source does not reveal just how much pressure Vienna itself had put behind this generous 
Bukovinian offer. Equally, the sincerity of the regional diet address by Governor Pino in 1888 
can be questioned: 
 

In Bukovina, in a land in which the whole population, rich and poor, high and low, city 
dwellers and country folk compete for patriotism and unswerving loyalty to Emperor and 
Empire, for an Austrian patriot - and this I may well call myself - it is a pleasure to serve.266 

 
Felix von Pino, who was governor of Bukovina between 1870 and 1874 and once more 
between 1887 and 1890, was in reality shocked by the differences he saw in Bukovina 
between his first and second tenure and blamed both his predecessor Alesani and Bishop 
Morariu-Andrievici for the increased influence of the Romanian National Party.267 The 

                                                            
263 “(…) der österreichischen Regierung aber mit sehr wenig Ausnahme ganz ergeben und mit den wenigen 
Freisinnigen im Kreise nicht einverstanden. Es ist keinem der Wunsch beigefallen, dass sich die Buccovina an 
die Moldau, oder an Russland anschliesse; die meisten sprechen sich unverhohlen aus, das sie unter der 
österreichischen Regierung immer glücklich waren und nur die Anerkennung als eine eigene Landschaft 
wünschen.” Issetscheskul, Guvernul din Lemberg către Administraţia Bucovinei, 4 June 1848/ ANR, Fond 
personal “Sever Zotta”, dosar 44. 
264 “(…) denn die Mehrzahl aller Schichten der Kronlandsbewohner sind des jahrelang dauernden provisorischen 
Verwaltungssystems müde, und sehnen sich nach der schon öfter verheißenen, von Zeit zu Zeit in hohen 
Erlässen und durch die öffentlichen Blätter in Aussicht gestellten, aber noch nicht effektuirte, definitive 
Organisirung der k.k. politischen, gerichtlichen und polizeilichen Behörden von welchen man allein eine der 
wandelbaren, unbehaglichen, tief zerrüttenden, unsicheren Zustände abhaltende und konstante Basis erwartet, 
welche das wankend gewordene ohne Frage die größte Nütze des Staates bildende Vertrauen zur Regierung 
wieder befestigen (…)”. Schmück, Franz von, Stimmungsbericht, Czernowitz, 31 December 1853/ ANR, Fond 
‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 79/2. 
265 “Entspricht nun auch allerdings die Größe und Zahl dieser Spenden nicht ganz genau der Wärme unserer 
patriotischen Opferwilligkeit, so trägt hieran neben der allgemeinen Gedrüktheit der materiellen Verhältnisse 
insbesondere jener der wirtschaftliche Ausnahmezustand der Schuld, der hier zu Lande im Jahreslaufe alle 
Pflichten der Bevölkerung in Mitleidenschaft gezogen hat”. Eurer kk. Apostolischen Majestät allergetreueste und 
pflichtergebendste Unterthanen, Allerdurchlauchtigster Kaiser und Herzog! Allergnädigster Herr! Czernowitz, 
June 1866/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 78/4.  
266 Bukowinaer Landtag, Stenographisches Protokoll der X. (Schluß-) Sitzung des Bukowinaer Landtages am 21. 
Jänner 1888, in: Stenographische Protokolle des Bukowinaer Landtages für die vierte Session der sechsten 
Wahlperiode 1887/88, Eckhardt'sche Buchdruckerei, Czernowitz 1888. 
267 “Als ich nach Verlauf von nahezu 13 Jahren zum zweiten Male die Leitung der Landesregierung in 
Czernowitz übernahm, (1887 bis 1900) fand ich die Sachlage sehr verändert. Grossen Theiles in Folge des 
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Romanian nationalists themselves insisted they did not only struggle for their own existence, 
but for that of ‘the existence of the great power of Austria’ (der Bestand der 
Großmachtstellung Oesterreichs) since Austria benefited just the same from a strong 
Romanian buffer against the Slavic threat.268 
Now, Governor Pino did not only challenge the Romanian nationalist claim of working in the 
interest of the government,269 he also acted when he found that prominent Russians were 
being revered in a Ruthenian reading hall in the village of Luzan.270 
  
In 1897, Bukowinaer Post addressed the concerns about growing national tensions which 
Governor Pino had left out of his diet address. He had identified three commonly shared 
elements considered strong enough to conquer nationalist struggles, the first being dynastic 
loyalty, the second Austrian citizenship and the third, the love for Bukovina. Yet, in spite of 
proclaiming the Bukovinians love for Austria ‘was just as strong as that for the Habsburg 
dynasty’, the Post’s argumentation itself revealed a strong inclination towards the latter by 
invoking the Emperor’s words: 
 

Who does not remember those times of almost bygone ages when every Bukovinian took pride 
in being black-yellow and being called black-yellow. Have they not designated us from the 
highest office as ‘Tyroleans of the East’? Is this glue which ties Bukovina to the venerable and 
glorious Empire not strong enough to put and keep together much of what apparently 
separates and what has the ability to separate?271 

 
When its loyalty honour was injured, the Bukovinian press did not hesitate to compare itself 
favourably to other Austro-Hungarian territories. Such was the case when the Bishop of 
Debrecen was assaulted in 1914 and a journalist from Budapest had subsequently reported the 
suspects to ‘the little town’ of Czernowitz. Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung lashed back 
that‘as a good connoisseur of Hungary and its cities the wise man from Budapest had not 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
‘laissez aller’ meines Vorgängers des Landespräsidenten Br. Alesani, dessen Verhalten nahezu gleichbedeutend 
mit einer Vorschubleistung war, und namentlich durch die unermüdliche Thätigkeit des Erzbischofs Andriewicz, 
welcher die jungen Cleriker in Seminar zu fanatischen rumänischen Chauvinisten erzog, hatte sich die 
chauvinistische rumänische Nationalpartei sehr bedeutend vermehrt und weite Kreise nach unter hin ergriffen. 
Geistlichkeit, Lehrerschaft und sogar zahlreiche Beamte waren ihr verfallen”. Bourguignon-Baumberg, 
Friedrich, Amtsvortrag, Ad Zl: 6520 Praes: ex 1901, Czernowitz 1902/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, 
MI, mapa 67/3. 
268 Die Slavisirung der Bukowina, Bukowinaer Journal, 190, 25.12.1902, pp. 1-2. 
269 Ceauşu 2004, pp. 295-296. 
270 “Nach einer mir zugekomennen Mittheilung des hiesigen Landes-Gendarmerie-Kommandos hat der 
Gendarmerie-Posten-Commandant in Nepolokoutz die Anzeige erstattet, daß er am griechischen Alexandertage 
d.i. am 11. September l.J. das anliegende, mehrere hervorragende Persönlichkeiten des Kaiserthums Rußland 
darstellende Bild bekränzt und von Kerzen belauchtet im Lokale der Luzaner ruthenischen Czytelnia 
vorgefunden habe.(…) Sollten in den im unterstehenden Bezirke bestehenden ruthenischen Lesehallen derartige 
oder ähnliche Bilder vorhanden sein, so ist mit der Confiscation derselben vorzugehen, der Obmann und 
eventuell die Vorstandsmitglieder der betreffenden Czytelnia’s über den Ursprung dieser Bilder entsprechend 
einzuvernehmen und über das Ergebnis anher zu berichten”. Pino, Felix von, An den Herrn k.k. 
Bezirkshauptmann in Kotzman, Nr. 1240 Pr., 20 September 1888/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 5158. 
271 ‘Für Kaiser, Reich und Land’, Bukowinaer Post, 18.04.1897, pp. 1-2. 
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needed to look to ‘the extreme east of the Monarchy to discover the traitors’, and that as such 
‘it had not occurred the Czernowitzers to be in need of a good-conduct certificate issued by 
the state’s most faithful Hungarians’, because ‘the regional capital’s and university town’s 
loyalty to State and Emperor was so self-evident that it did not need a specific confirmation 
from anyone’.272 The situation in the Hungarian part of the Monarchy, and then of course the 
situation of its Romanian-speaking inhabitants, was a constant reminder for the Romanian 
nationalists in Bukovina that their own legal position was far better. On the eve of the 
Sarajevo assassination, Czernowitz vice-mayor Dori Popovici still maintained that Romanians 
in the Habsburg Empire should strive for national autonomy within the boundaries of the 
Austrian constitution.273 
 
 
3.2 Bukovinians and the Habsburg dynasty 
 
Although loyalty towards the Habsburg Emperor and Empire was certainly not exclusively 
reserved for Bukovina, its prominence in the crownland was striking. Throughout the Empire, 
the peasantry was regarded as the ultimate ‘loyalty reservoir’ of the dynasty.274  
 
Charity organisations like the Emperor Franz Joseph Society for the support of poor 
Gymnasium pupils and the Empress Elisabeth Society for the benefit of needy Bukovinian 
children managed to collect admirable donations and had a true and multilingual list of well-
heeled members from the early days of their establishment in the 1850s.275 Bishop Hacman 
assured the Viennese authorities in 1863 that ‘the inhabitants of the little land (...) stood out 
due to their unwavering loyalty and devotion to the Imperial House’.276 This image was 
carefully nurtured by the Bukovinian press which was well aware of the indisputable role the 
House of Habsburg had played in the development of the very notion of ‘Bukovina’. 
Bukowinaer Rundschau emphasised this in its welcoming address to Crown Prince Rudolph 
in 1887: 
 

Happily and excitedly we welcome You many a hundred thousand times to Bukovina, which is 
a creation of Austria and of Your very own illustrious House. (...) Everything Bukovina means 

                                                            
272 Das ‘Städtchen’ Czernowitz, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 16.02.1914, p. 1. 
273 Der Zarenbesuch in Konstantza und die Bukowiner Rumänen- Aeußerungen des Landtagsabgeordneten 
Vizebürgemeisters Dori Popovici, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 28.06.1914, pp. 1-2. 
274 Brückmuller, Ernst, Österreichbegriff und Österreich-Bewusstsein in der Franzisko-Josephinischen Epoche, 
in: Richard G. Plaschka, Stourzh, Gerald, Niederkorn, Jan Paul: Was heißt Österreich? Inhalt und Umfang des 
Österreichbegriffs vom 10. Jahrhundert bis heute, Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Vienna 1995, 255-288, p. 282. 
275 Schmuck, Franz Freiherr von, Einladung zur ersten Jahresversammlung des Bukowiner Kaiser Franz Josef 
und Kaiserin Elisabeth-Vereines, Czernowitz, 27 March 1857/ DJAN Suceava, Fond ‘Mitropolia Bucovinei’, 
secţia ‘Diverse’, dosar 1340. 
276 “(…) daß die Bewohner dieses Ländchens (…) durch die unerschütterliche Treue und Anhänglichkeit an das 
Allerhöchste Kaiserhaus sich auszeichnen (…)”. Hacman, Bishop Eugen, Report to the Emperor regarding the 
Bukovinan Diocese, Czernowitz, 18 January 1863/ DJAN Suceava, Fond ‘Mitropolia Bucovinei’, secţia 
‘Diverse’, dosar 1477.  
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today, it has the Imperial Family and the great Austria to thank for. (...) Emperor Joseph lifted 
the neglected little tree from the inhospitable wilderness, and planted it in the fertile, beautiful 
garden of Austria and Emperor Franz Joseph favoured this tree and took care of it, raised it 
and brought it to bloom. (...) Bukovina not only renders homage to the Dynasty as the 
animating star of Austria, but also as the creative force which brought this little land into 

existence. 277 
 
The Bukovinian population indeed prepared Rudolph such a warm welcome that regional diet 
president Wassilko boastfully trumpeted ‘the manner in which the various corporations, 
welcoming committees and the population of duchy Bukovina had competed altogether to 
give His Imperial and Royal Highness a reception which may not have been as glamorous as 
elsewhere, but all the more cordial and steeped in truly dynastic sentiments, and the patriotic 
enthusiasm with which all strata of the population had cheered the most illustrious and highly 
gifted heir to the Throne everywhere His Imperial and Royal Highness had deigned to set foot 
during His visit to Bukovina’.278 
 
 
Bukovina’s Imperial Father Figure 
 
The central figure of Emperor Franz Joseph dominated the sentiments of affection widely felt 
in the countryside and far from Vienna, where he was regarded as omnipotent, benevolent, 
and just. Whenever something happened to the detriment of one of his subjects, they were 
convinced that Emperor had been unaware of it and that he would remedy any grievances if 
only his bad and wicked advisers would let him do so.279 The respect and veneration that 
traditionalist societies accorded to the wisdom of old age must certainly be taken into account 
here. The longevity of Franz Joseph’s period in office, sixty-eight years, almost left no people 
at the time of his death who could remember having lived under another ruler.280 Furthermore, 
his reign almost exactly overlapped the existence of the autonomous crownland of Bukovina. 
It is therefore not surprising that in Bukovinian expressions of loyalty, Franz Joseph remained 
the ultimate personification of Austria. At the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of 
Franz-Joseph University, Bukowinaer Rundschau even claimed that ‘in no province of 
Austria, the fate of the land was so deeply and so firmly, so memorably and auspiciously 
connected with the feast of its glorious ruler as in Bukovina’.281 
 

                                                            
277 Wilkommen! Bukowinaer Rundschau, 07.07.1887, p. 1. 
278 Landtag, Bukowinaer, Stenographisches Protokoll der 1. (Eröffnungs-) Sitzung des Bukowinaer Landtages 
am 24. November 1887, in: Stenographische Protokolle des Bukowinaer Landtages für die vierte Session der 
sechsten Wahlperiode 1887/88, Eckhardt'sche Buchdruckerei, Czernowitz 1887. 
279 This attitude was reflected in the Bukovinian press: when the decorations bestowed on Bukovinians at the 
occasion of the Emperor’s fiftieth year on the throne were considered to be unevenly distributed among the 
different nationalities, Bukowinaer Rundschau blamed the regional diet instead of the Monarch. Die decorirte 
Bukowina, Bukowinaer Rundschau, 08.12.1898, p. 1. 
280 Urbanitsch 2004, pp. 112-114; Stambrook 2004, p. 192.  
281 Ein Gedenktag, Bukowinaer Rundschau. 03.10.1900, p. 1. 
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Official Bukovinian praise for the Emperor was at times vague and limited to ‘the many 
blessings, freedoms and gifts of imperial grace and mercy’,282 but often addressed the more 
tangible accomplishments of his reign like the establishment of the autonomous Duchy of 
Bukovina.283 A direct consequence of this autonomy was the regional diet, described in 1863 
by its president Eudoxius Hurmuzaki as ‘the freest place of Bukovina, where, in an unbound 
and unfettered way, the loyal Bukovinian spoke freely to his Monarch (…) without the 
intervention of government officials’.284 In the eyes of the editors of Czernowitzer Allgemeine 
Zeitung, Franz Joseph even embodied the incorporation of the crownland into the western 
cultural realm:  
 

For us in the East, Emperor Franz Joseph is far more than the supreme commander, the 
preserver of law and justice, the protector of art and science, the patron of trade and 
transport, for us he is the personification of Western cultural life, which also started to take 
possession of our remote land with his accession to the Throne. This way, the Emperor's 
birthday is also a cultural celebration for us as we proudly look back on the achievements and 
proudly see how the distance which separates us from the West has been reduced.285  

 
In return for all these benefits, Bukovinian sources mostly offered assurances of absolute 
Bukovinian loyalty to the Emperor. Whereas these had preceded Franz-Joseph’s reign - 
Constantin Popovici, one of the signatories of the 1848 Landespetition, had congratulated 
Emperor Ferdinand I in that same year, stating that ‘having a good emperor required from his 
subjects that they be good, too’ - 286 Bukovinian loyalty towards the person of Franz Joseph 
‘from the biggest house to the smallest peasant shack’287 became a prominent feature of 
Bukovinian self-identification. This development was encouraged, to say the least, by the 
official press releases of the House of Habsburg itself: each and every Imperial quote meant 
for Bukovinian ears recalled the devotion the Emperor experienced from his Bukovinian 
subjects. In response to Bukovinian well-wishes at the occasion of his silver wedding 
anniversary, Franz Joseph responded that ‘it had only been few years since the entire 
population of the land (…) celebrated its hundred years’ association with the hereditary lands 
of his House in a way so soothing to his heart, and that its most recent demonstration of 
fidelity was not only a new sign for him of its tried and tested love and loyalty, but also proof 
of the grateful appreciation by the population of his endeavours which were always aimed at 

                                                            
282 Vierzig Jahre Kaiser, Czernowitzer Tagblatt, 01.12.1888, p. 2. 
283 As in a poem by Kaindl to celebrate Franz Joseph’s 50 years on the throne: “(…) Es gilt den guten Kaisers 
Lob/Der dich zum Herzogthum erhob: Hoch lebe unser Kaiser! (…)” Kaindl, R.F., Jubiläumsfeier, Bukowinaer 
Post, 04.12.1898, p. 3.  
284 Schlussrede des Landeshauptmann Stellvertreters Eudoxius Ritter von Hormuzaki in der 34. Sitzung (1 April 
1863), in: Luceac 2007, p. 92. 
285 Der 75. Geburtstag, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 18.08.1905, p. 1. 
286 “Ȋnsă avănd noi un Ȋmperat bun, fïrească dreptate cere ca să fïm şi noi suppuşi buni. Suppus este acela care 
cunoaşte şi înplïneşte datoriïle sale cătră Ȋmperatul şi patria sa. Trebue dară şi noi datoriíle aceste să cunoaştem şi 
să le înplïnim”, Popovicz, Constantin, Cuvânt la zïoa naşterii a Predlumïnatului Ȋmperatului nostru Ferdinand I 
– despre datorïïle suppuşïlor cătră Ȋmperatul, Ocărmuírea şi Patrïa [transcription from the original Cyrillic], 
Johann Eckhardt, Cernăuţi 1848, p.1/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ CXXIV/13.  
287 Der 2. Dezember in der Bukowina (Lokal- und Provinznachrichten), Czernowitzer Tagblatt, 03.12.1908, p. 3. 
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raising the welfare of the land’.288 In 1896, the Emperor took the time ‘to laud in appreciative 
words the fidelity and loyalty the inhabitants of Bukovina’ in the presence of Bukovinian diet 
president Lupul.289 
 
Bukovinian newspapers advocating Bukovinian regional identity regarded a reputation of 
longstanding loyalty as a unifying factor with the Emperor as its indispensable patron, no 
matter how bland and commonplace his quoted remarks often were: 
  

When on 27 October 1858 the Emperor bade us farewell after his first visit to Bukovina, he 
spoke the memorable words: “Bukovina is a beautiful land and has good people”. Half a 
century later, appearing on 27 November 1908 representatives of our nobility paid homage in 
the Vienna Hofburg and again the Monarch felt compelled to say to diet president Baron 
Wassilko: “Bukovina is a beautiful land with a patriotic population. The good people have 
always been good patriots”. After sixty years, this orientation has not changed, not shifted in 
Bukovina. And if we are this way, thinking of our grey Emperor, beloved by all, (…) we have 
to dismiss permanently all that divides and separates, and call out to our Emperor hand in 
hand, as a united land of Bukovinians: the Emperor can always firmly count on us Tyroleans 
of the East, be they Christians or Jews, be they Romanians, Germans, Ruthenians, Jews, Poles 
or Hungarians.290 

 
For a performance written by R.F. Kaindl for the same occasion, the sixtieth anniversary of 
the Emperor’s reign, the mise-en-scène similarly focused on Bukovina’s regional specifics, 
requiring ‘a rural area with mountains in the background and a chapel on the right, everything 
when possible in Bukovinian style’, with ‘types of people in picturesque groups: farmers, 
citizens, students, tourists, and a painter with his easel on the left as a representative of the 
arts’.291 Explicit depictions of different nationalities were carefully avoided. 
 
Cases of lèse majesté, such as the one involving the anti-Semitic teetotaler who accused the 
Emperor of having an affair with a Jewish woman,292 were only reported sporadically in 
Bukovina. When they occurred they were taken very seriously, although allegations could 
often not be proved so that charges had to be dropped.293 Things stood differently when a 
large number of witnesses had been present, like at festive gatherings: a student by the name 
of Hermann Bahr, who had refused to stand up when a toast to the Emperor was proposed at a 
Luther celebration of the protestant student association in 1884, was being investigated by a 
university commission which had been installed specifically for this single matter. As Bahr 
                                                            
288 Telegramm der ‘Czernowitzer Zeitung’, Czernowitzer Zeitung, 93. 23.04.1879. 
289 Kaiserworte, Bukowinaer Post, 25.06.1896, p. 3. 
290 Zum 2. Dezember 1908, Bukowinaer Post, 01.12.1908, p. 1. Tyroleans were often depicted as being 
exceptionally loyal to the Habsburgs. Among those eastern ‘Tyroleans’, the Jews are mentioned twice here; the 
first time in their religious, the second time in their national capacity. The year 1858 is a mistake: Franz Joseph 
visited Bukovina for the first time in 1851. 
291 Kaiserhuldigung. Festspiel von Prof. Dr. Raimund Friedrich Kaindl (Theater, Kunst und Literatur), 
Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 02.12.1908, p. 6. 
292 See Part II, paragraph 3.7: Anti-Semitism and Bukovina: Attacks and Vindications. 
293 See for instance the case of a lower cleric, Alexander Prokopowicz from Kostestie in 1865. Spending, Note to 
the Governor’s Office, 265, Czernowitz, 8 May 1866/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 2824. 
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was known to have caused trouble before at a Wagner commemoration in Vienna a year 
earlier, the Minister for Religion and Education personally insisted on being kept informed on 
the findings.294 It was harder to combat attacks on the Emperor from abroad. In particular 
nationalist publications from Romania which surfaced in Bukovina were actively checked 
and, if it was deemed necessary, confiscated and forbidden. In 1890, the newspaper Lupta 
from Bucharest published an article in which it blamed Franz Joseph for the ‘desperate and 
dismal’ situation of Bukovinian (and Transylvanian) Romanians. The public prosecutor then 
demanded that publication be banished from Bukovina because ‘the contents of the article had 
violated the reverence for the Emperor and attempted contempt and hatred against the person 
of the Emperor’.295 
 
 
At the same time, representatives of nationalist groups in Bukovina were most eager to assure 
their Imperial loyalty. The fallout between Governor Bourguignon and the Orthodox clergy in 
1899 had been a direct result of the doubts the governor was accused of having expressed 
regarding the position of Bukovinian Romanian nationalists in this matter. Deşteptarea 
reported how the Orthodox clergy had risen as one to defend its ‘smudged honour’ (cinstea 
feştelită) and underlined how often the brave sons of Bukovina had already proven their 
allegiance on the battlefields, wondering ‘how many bodies of courageous Romanians were 
rotting away on the plains in Bosnia, near Königratz, Milan and Solferino’.296 In its reports 
about that other monarch, the King of Romania, the Bukovinian Romanian press was careful 
to praise both rulers without raising questions of conflicting loyalties. In an account of the 
visit of Carol I to the Habsburgs’ summer residence in Ischl in 1902, Deşteptarea aptly 
performed this balancing act: 
 

The days spent by King Carol I as the dear guest of our Monarch, Emperor Franz Joseph fills 
us Romanians of the Habsburg Crown with exceptional joy. We greet these days as an event 
closely affecting our nation as an eloquent sign of respect and love for him, as a striking test 
of prestige obtained in the international arena.297 

 
Not only were Habsburg and specific national interests combined: more often, the Emperor 
was depicted as the benefactor of the own national group. School inspector Nicu Tarasievici 
held a speech in Suczawa at the school celebrations in honour of Franz Joseph’s fifty-eighth 
year of reign, claiming that ‘all political contrasts, all distinctions disappeared that day to 
make room for the dynastic idea, the love and intimate worship for the good Monarch’ and 

                                                            
294 Gautsch von Frankenthurn, Paul, Letter to Governor, Z. 46, 21 January 1884/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 
1, spr. 4792. The fact that Minister Gautsch was a Catholic and opposed German nationalism may explain his 
personal engagement in the case of the German nationalist and protestant Bahr. See Eder, Gabriele Johanna (ed), 
Alexius Meinong und Guido Adler. Eine Freundschaft in Briefen. (Studien zur österreichischen Philosophie. 
Band 24), Rodopi, Amsterdam 1995, pp. 13 and 24. 
295 On Lupta, 1549, 29.10.1890: “Der Inhalt dieses Artikels verletzt die Ehrfurcht gegen den Kaiser, versucht zur 
Verachtung und zum Hasse wider die Person des Kaisers (…).” Staatsanwaltschaft, Note an das löbliche k.k. 
Landespraesidium, 8583, Czernowitz , 12 November 1891/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 5659. 
296 Un prea venerabil părinte, S’a trecut cu minciuna, Deşteptarea, 21, 01.11.1899, p. 162. 
297 Regele Carol la Ischl, Deşteptarea, 57, 25.07.1902, pp. 1-2. 
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that ‘especially the Romanians from Bukovina had every reason to join in faithful love and 
devotion for the precious Sovereign’ because ‘the narrow homeland of Bukovina possessed a 
great deal of good things due only to the generosity and parental care of the gracious Emperor 
and Duke’.298 Tarasievici regarded the land’s autonomy, its status as an independent duchy, 
the abolishment of serfdom as well as the establishment of the university and many 
Romanian-language schools as specific Imperial gestures to promote Romanian national 
development in Bukovina.299 
 
In 1908, the Romanian academic association in Bukovina, ‘Junimea’, dedicated its annual ball 
to the occasion of Franz Joseph’s sixtieth anniversary as Emperor and decorated the entire 
ballroom with Habsburg ornaments. The dance order booklet featured pictures of the 
Romanian boarding school for boys and the Franz Joseph University, ‘the first being the place 
where a Romanian starts his education, the latter where he finishes it’. In his report to Vienna 
on the auspicious event, Governor Regner-Bleyleben highlighted Junimea’s traditional loyalty 
to Empire and Emperor (streng patriotisches und kaisertreues Verhalten) and praised its 
excellent reputation in Bukovina.300 The start of the World War offered extra arguments for 
Romanian loyalty to the Emperor: not only had he enabled to Romanian nation to develop 
freely, but Emperor and Empire as a whole had to defend Romanians against the Russians and 
Serbians, who, as Viața Nouă insisted, already oppressed two million Romanians within their 
own borders.301 
 
The rhetoric of Ruthenian nationalists in Bukovina was strikingly similar to that of their 
Romanian sworn enemies. Just like ‘Junimea’, Ruthenian associations such as the Czernowitz 
reading room made sure their loyalty was explicitly communicated to the authorities.302 In 
1888, teacher Popovych held a speech at the opening of a new Ruthenian reading room in de 
village of Laszowka in which he paid tribute to Emperor Franz Joseph to whom, he declared, 
the people owed all their freedoms.303 That same year, Bukovyna stated that Bukovinian 
Ruthenians, ‘all loyal sons of the Emperor, as well as all Austrian Ruthenians’ gratefully 

                                                            
298 ‘Narrow homeland’ is the unsatisfactory translation result of the Romanian ‘patria restrȋnsă’, which in turn is 
a translation of the Habsburg term ‘engere Heimat’, indicating a crownland as opposed to the ‘wider homeland’, 
which is, obviously, Austria. 
299 Vorbirea ţinută de dl inspector Nicu Tarasievici la serbările şcolare ȋn Suceava, Apărarea Naţională, 
03.01.1907, p. 1.  
300 Regner-Bleyleben, Oktavian, An Seine Exzellenz den Herrn k.k. Minister des Innern, Zl. 1115 Präs., 
Czernowitz, 29 February 1908/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 75/2. 
301 Ein Manifest der Bukowiner Rumänen, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung,16.08.1914, p. 1. 
302 “(…) Hierauf erschien eine Deputation der Festteilnehmer, bestehend aus den Herren Prof. Klym,Sluczanski 
und Metzek beim Landespräsidenten und brachten die Gefühle der unwandelbaren Liebe, sowie der 
unverbrüchlichen Treue und Ergebenheit der Vereinsmitglieder für die erhabene Person Sr. k.u.k. apostolischen 
Majestät und das Allerhöchste Kaiserhaus mit der Bitte zum Ausdruck, diese Loyalitätskundgebung an die 
Stufen des allerhöchsten Thrones zu leiten (…)”. Feier des 25jähr. Bestandes des ruthenischen Vereines ‘Ruska 
miszczanska czytalnia’, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 05.03.1905, p. 3. 
303 “Lehrer Popowicz hat in seiner Rede auf die Freiheiten, die die Bevölkerung genieße, hingewiesen und auch 
der Gleichbereichtigung der Nationalitäten Erwähnung gethan, hervorhebend, daß dies Alles die Bevölkerung 
Ser Majestaet den Kaiser Franz Josef I zu verdanken habe (…)”. Bezirkshauptmann, Report to the Governor's 
Office, Kotzman, 11 July 1888/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 5152. 
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remembered ‘the kindness and tutelage of the Monarch’ and that they were aware of ‘all the 
good things befallen to them in those forty years of Imperial commitment’.304 A poem in that 
same edition, presented as a ’Bukovinian folk song’ (буковиньска пісня народна) illustrated 
one of the prime reasons for this gratitude: 
 

How servitude fled from Bukovina/ How it fled, hitting all the hills (…)/ God give Our 
Emperor good health/ So He will make things better.305 

 
Apart from the abolishment of serfdom, which had been of significantly greater importance 
for the development of the Ruthenian than that of the Romanian national movement, 
Ruthenian nationalists hailed the Emperor for giving them constitutional rights, the freedom 
to gather in associations, to hold council meetings (рада-віче) and to elect representatives. In 
its docile approach of the relationship between ruler and subjects - which was not uncommon 
in the Bukovinian Ruthenian press306 - Ruska Rada even maintained that since the Ruthenians 
were too ignorant to put all these new rights to use, the prescient Emperor had made education 
compulsory for them and thus was their grandest well-wisher (наш най-більший добродій). 
Ruska Rada presented financial support for the newly established National House, permission 
to start a Ruthenian Gymnasium as well as ordained Church Fund contributions for seminary 
activities at the Ruthenian National House all as benevolent decisions of ‘Father-Emperor’ 
(батько-цїзар) Franz Joseph himself. Because of this benevolence, ‘the Ruthenian nation in 
Bukovina forever felt a sincere love and unyielding loyalty towards His Highness the 
Emperor and his magnificent Throne and prayed to the Omnipotent God the Lord to allow the 
old and beloved Emperor to live on for many years and to guard the humble Ruthenian 
nation’.307 
 
However, more powerful than humble gratitude were the high expectations regarding the role 
the Habsburg Emperor was to perform in the realisation of Ruthenian/Ukrainian national 
autonomy. Unlike Bukovinian Romanian nationalists, who felt the support of a Romanian 
neighbour state, their Ruthenian adversaries could not do much to change the fact that 
neighbouring Russia had little patience with Ukrainian national ambitions within its borders. 
This situation encouraged Ruthenian nationalists to set on the ideal of a Ruthenian/Ukrainian 
geographic entity within the Habsburg realm.308 Already in 1886, Bukovyna had called on its 
‘brothers’ to report on ‘each falsehood inflicted upon Ruthenians everywhere’ and to 

                                                            
304 1848 - 1888/ Буковина, 16.11.1888, p. 1. 
305 “Як панщина з Буковини втїкала, втїкала/ Та як вона утїкала всї гори здвиглися (…)/ Та дай боже 
здоровєчко нашему Цареви/ Що Він здорив полешінє нашому краєви”. Панщина (буковиньска пісня 
народна), Буковина, 16.11.1888, p. 5. 
306 In 1887, Bukovyna described the love the Ruthenians felt for the Emperor as ‘truly childlike love’ (правдиво 
дитинна любовь). ПривѢтна депутація буковиньскихъ Русинôвъ у Єго ЕксцеленціѢ кураєвого президента 
бр. Піна, Буковина, 16.02.1887, p. 1. 
307 День уродин цїсарских, Руска Рада, 02.04.1902, pp. 233-234. 
308 See for a detailed account of the Habsburg role in Ukrainian nation formation attempts: Snyder, Timothy, The 
Red Prince - The Fall of a Dynasty and the Rise of Modern Europe, Vintage, 2009.  
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complain to the ‘Revered Monarch’, since ‘he was their hail, God was their help and Rus’ 
their goal’.309 The outbreak of the war in 1914 fueled these expectations: 
 

And amidst the enslaved Ukrainian people in Russia the hope begins to awaken that someday 
the Austrian Emperor, in name of culture and with the desire to combat the savage Moscow, 
or someday the Austrian troops will shake that huge prison of peoples, Russia, in which the 
afflicted grand Ukrainian nation is scourged, and liberate it from Russian slavery.310  

 
Naturally, loyalty enunciations were neither limited to nationalist organiations, nor to the 
Bukovinian capital. In 1898, the Armenian religious community in Suczawa invited its 
members to prepare the celebration of the Emperor’s fiftieth year on the throne, since 
‘everywhere in the beloved country preparations were made to celebrate the fifty-year 
anniversary of the reign of His Majesty the beloved Emperor and Ruler and all nationalities 
and confessions sought to commemorate this rare event in a dignified way’.311 In 1914, the 
Orthodox Church in Bukovina celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the construction of the 
Czernowitz cathedral and used this opportunity to assure the Austrian authorities ‘in the name 
of the Orthodox clergy as well as of the entire Orthodox population of the unshakable loyalty 
and unswerving fidelity to Emperor and Empire’.312 The start of the war urged the rabbi of 
Storozhynetz to send a copy to the central authorities in Vienna of the patriotic speech he had 
held on the Emperor’s birthday ‘together with a prayer for military success’ (ein Gebet um 
Waffenglück).313 
 
The private mail intercepted by the Austrian censorship authorities shows that the person of 
Emperor Franz Joseph indeed personified a father figure to his Bukovinian subjects. PoW 
Salomon Herman wrote to his brother in Czernowitz how ‘they prayed to God daily that the 
enemy be defeated and asked for help for the dear Emperor, Franz Joseph, who was their 
father and who protected them’.314 The fact that financial support and nutrition was 
distributed in Bukovina on behalf of the Monarch after the first occupation by Russian troops 

                                                            
309 Борба розгорѢлась, Буковина, 16.09.1886, p. 2.  
310 Борімо ся, поборемо! Народний голос, 19.08.1914, pp. 2-3. 
311 “In allen Orten unseres geliebten Vaterlandes werden Vorbereitungen getroffen zu einer feierlichen Begehung 
des 50-jährigen Regierungsjubiläums Sr. Majestät unseres geliebten Kaisers und Herrn und gedenken 
sämmtliche Nationalitäten und Confessionen dieses seltene Ereignis in einer würdigen Weise zu begehen”. 
Prunkul, Warteres von, Invitation for the Armenian Orthodox community, Suczawa, May 1898/ DJAN Suceava, 
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und Reich an die Stufen des Allerhöchsten Thrones zu leiten”. Deputy Governor, Loyalitätskundgebung (an 
Minister KU), Zl. 2743 Präs., 19 July 1914/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ CXXXIII/8. 
313 Ginzberg, Meier, An die Allerhöchste Kabinetskanzlei Seiner K.K. Apostolischen Majestät des Kaisers Franz 
Josef I, Storozynetz, August 1914/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 75/2. 
314 “Wir bitten täglich zu Gott, dass der Feind eine Niederlage erleiden soll und wir flehen um Hilfe für unseren 
lieben Kaiser, Franz Iosef, der unser Vater ist und uns beschützt”. Hermann, Salomon, Letter to Amner 
Hermann, Markl, August 1915/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“ / Tätigkeitsbericht der hebräischen Gruppe, 11. August 
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seems to have enhanced these emotions.315 Wasyl Lakusta, who was interned on the Isle of 
Man, wrote to his brother Teodor in Ober-Stanestie that he would not fear death on the 
battlefield as he knew he would die for ‘their old father and the fatherland’.316 PoW 
Constantin Prelipcean wrote from Allessandria how ‘the Romanians from Bukovina’ mourned 
the Emperor’s demise in 1916: 
 

We all say teary-eyed that the good Lord have mercy on him. And right away, after having 
received the information that the predestined Karl VIII has succeeded him, we hope that the 
good God keep him alive, let him become a great ruler, bestow on him many happy years and 
make him just as good a father as the old man was.317 

 
Then again, Prelipcean’s letter was addressed directly to the censorship authorities and his 
humble wishes were followed immediately by a request for better postal services between the 
Alessandria (Italy) camp and Bukovina. As heartfelt as his wishes may have been, he knew 
who was reading them and was well aware in what tone of voice to ask for a favour. This 
seems unlikely in the case of the disabled Bukovinian army veteran and shepherd Moroşan, 
who was granted permission in 1915 to submit a portrait of the Emperor carved out of wood 
which had taken him four years to create.318 
 
The general perception was that of a rural population which identified with the Austrian state 
largely through Franz Joseph. Oleksandr Popovych, the leader of the Ukrainian language 
group within the Austrian censorship authority (and as such referring to both Galicia and 

                                                            
315 “Unser alter Herr Kaiser verteilt unter die Armen Unterstützungen und erhält die Leute beim Leben. Gott 
gönne ihm ein langes Leben, denn er lässt nicht zu, daß seinem Volke Unrecht geschehe…” Dumenko, Kostyn, 
Letter to Wasyl Dumenko, Mihowa am Sereth, 1915/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, Briefe patriotischen Inhaltes IV (Ukrainian): 
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fürwahr, ein guter Vater für alle Welt u. duldet kein Unrecht…” Szytriuk, Helene, Letter to Nikolai Szytriuk, 
Mihova, 29 March 1915/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro 
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April 1915), Karton 3726 (year 1914-15). 
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unseren alten Vater und für unser Vaterland geschehen ware (…)”. Lakusta, Wasyl, Letter to Teodor Lakusta in 
Ober-Stanestie on Czeremosch, 22 February 1916/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB)/Ukrainische Zensurgruppe, Karton 3767, Fasc E 5377. 
317 “(…) ḑicem cu toții cu lacrimi în ochi ca bunul D-ḑeu săl ierte; Şi îndată în urmă: primind înştiințarea că 
moştenirea D-sale au primito prezisul de înnaïnte Carol al VIII. dorim ca bunul D-zeu sĕl traească în viață: şi sĕl 
preamărească în Domnie mult ani şi fericiți; şi sĕ ne fie tot aşa bun Părinte ca Bătrânul (…)”. Prelipcean, 
Constantin, Postcard, Allessandria, 27 November 1917/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/ 
Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, Karton 3747, Fasc. 4407. 
318 Meran, Rudolf, Seine Exzellenz den Herrn k.k. Minister des Innern/ Moroschan Gavril alui Iuon, Vorlage 
eines Kaiserbildes, Dornawatra, Zl. 5688/D Präs, 10 July 1915/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 
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Bukovina) commented that ‘the common people’s loyalty to the state made itself known in 
the elementary form as an attachment to the reigning dynasty’. He observed how ‘this 
emotional attitude stood out markedly from the predominantly abstract sense of duty, operated 
towards the state by elements under the influence of socialist ideas during the time of war’. 
According to Popovych, the reason that patriotic letters preferably referred directly to the 
person of the Monarch was caused by the fact that ‘the Ukrainian population was composed 
of mostly simple peasants and that their majority had remained untouched by radical 
currents’. In numerous letters, he noted, ‘Ukrainian national sentiments went hand in hand 
with patriotic enthusiasm for the cause of Austria, with the Monarch always explicitly related 
to as the patron of the Ukrainian nation’.319 
 
Whether calculated or heartfelt, adherence to a ruler proved to be transient phenomenon at 
least to some: Bukovina was only just incorporated into Greater-Romania when a stream of 
well-wishes for Romanian King Ferdinand arrived from the prefect and the Jewish deputies of 
Rădăuți (formerly Radautz), the parish of Frătăuţii-Vechi (Alt-Fratautz) and a string of small 
Bukovinian communities.320 
 

Bukovinians and the Extended Habsburg Family 
 
Logical as Franz Joseph’s prominence was within the Bukovinian boundaries of the Habsburg 
discourse, there was room for other members of the dynasty as well. In general, Vienna made 
sure to highlight those Habsburgs in such a way that a feeling of collective and mutual 
solidarity would emerge in the population as a whole. Therefore a number of Franz Joseph’s 
predecessors were duly revered: Rudolph I, the founding father of the dynasty in Austria; 
Maximilian, whose marriage policy had laid the foundation for the empire in Central Europe; 
the emperors Leopold I, Joseph I, and Karl VI, with their successful wars against the Turks 
which secured great power status for the Habsburg monarchy and Maria Theresia, the mother 
of all her peoples. In Austria at large, the figure of Joseph II did not sit well in this context, 
since for some he had been the imperial advocate for liberal reforms which led to centralising 
and Germanising policies, while for others he was the enlightened ‘People’s Emperor’ 
(Volkskaiser) who cared for all his peoples and not exclusively for the higher, German-
oriented strata.321 
 
Because Bukovina’s very existence was closely connected to the figure and politics of Joseph 
II, such reservations did not apply in the young crownland. In his commemorative poem for 
the centenary of Joseph’s death, R.F. Kaindl likened him to a father to whom the orphan 
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(Waisenkind) Bukovina owed everything.322 Bukowinaer Nachrichten equally professed that 
Joseph had been a father rather than a benefactor to Bukovina and noted that ‘obviously, his 
efforts were crowned with success, that he had succeeded to give the undeveloped Turkish 
pashalik the character of a European province, that he had correctly led it onto the path of 
development and that he had given it the impetus to progress, considering that a hundred 
years in the history of peoples is only a tiny episode and that Bukovina had made a progress 
of centuries in that period’.323 
 
 
Bukovinian public attention and devotion not only involved rulers of the past, but also those 
of the future. Bukovinian circles received the news that Crown Prince Rudolph planned to 
visit Galicia in 1886 with the hope that the travel schedule be expanded to Bukovina. In spite 
of the hesitant Bukovinian lobbying in the matter,324 Rudolph indeed decided to make the 
detour. As a Ruthenian welcoming poem illustrates, the powerful symbolism of the mighty 
father sending his only son to the faraway crownland had a messianic ring.325 When the heir 
to the throne died at Mayerling under tragic and mysterious circumstances only a year and a 
half later, the Bukovinian response to the tiding was emotional and directly linked to the late 
prince’s recent visit:  
 

And a real, a true and warm love it was which was given to this scion of the Emperor, this was 
proved by the joyful enthusiasm which his appearance caused everywhere, not at least here in 
Bukovina! Who does not commemorate now with quiet plaintiveness those beautiful days when 
he was in our midst. Involuntarily his noble, chivalrous figure appears before our mind's eye 
and our physical eyes fill with tears…326 

 
A large number of Bukovinian municipalities reported to the governor’s office regarding the 
way the news had been received. In Suczawa, as in all towns in the crownland, both public 
and private buildings hoisted black flags, while every association conveyed its condolences to 
the local authorities. On the day of the funeral, all churches and synagogues were packed, all 
the bells chimed, street lanterns were lit and shops had closed their doors.327  
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323 Kaiser Josef II, Bukowinaer Nachrichten, 20.02.1890, p. 1. 
324 Der Besuch des Kronprinzen, Bukowinaer Rundschau, 21.11.1886, p. 1. 
325 “(…) Днесь щасливъ, що въ Буковину/ Загостивъ ЦѢсарскій Сынъ/ Рудольфъ СвѢтлый Господинъ./ 
Сынъ Ôтця, Щó просвѢтивъ насъ/ Щó нам волю дарувавъ (…)”.Popovych, Omelyan, Welcome Song to 
Archduke Rudolf by the Bukovinan Rusyns - sung in Chernowitz on 9 July 1887, in: Bukovynskiy Kalendar’ na 
perestupniy rok 1888, Ruska Besida, Czernowitz 1888. 
326 Kronprinz Rudolf - todt!, Bukowinaer Rundschau, 31.01.1889, p. 1. 
327 Rottenburg, Wilhelm, Report to Governor's Office regarding the death of Crown Prince Rudolph, Suczawa, 5 
February 1889/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 5427. 
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Even more than ten years after Rudolph’s demise, ‘there was no peasant shack where the 
name of the spirited and affable Archduke had not entered’. His figure was now ‘legendary’, 
and ‘tales of his noble spirit and keen sense were now so popular that every child knew 
them’.328 Czernowitzer Presse maintained that the ‘irreplaceable loss of the gallant heir to the 
throne’ still caused ‘shivers in the heart of every Czernowitzer’. In any case, the newspaper’s 
assertion that all university students had participated in a general memorial ceremony 
following Rudolph’s death329 was a deviation from the truth: the way the occurrence was to be 
commemorated had created tensions at the Franz Joseph University, where students 
traditionally joined a non-nationalist Corps or an association with a specifically nationalist 
character (Burschenschaft). Intentions to organise a general, united memorial ceremony 
rapidly ran aground when the nationalist associations tried to gain the upper hand. This 
resulted in separate events for separate societies, but not before the excitement had provoked 
minor brawls in the streets and pubs of Czernowitz. The university senate undertook 
disciplinary actions against the students involved, but punished the Corps members far more 
severely than the nationalists from the Burschenschaften which provoked such public outrage 
in Bukovina330 that the Minister of Culture and Education had to inform even the Emperor 
personally on the matter.331 Similar tensions had occurred during previous dynastic 
celebrations,332 and if it did not directly harm Bukovina’s reputation as a patriotic crownland, 
it did little to uphold its reputation as a mixed yet peaceful society. 
 
 
Rudolph’s successors as heirs to the throne, Franz Ferdinand and after the Sarajevo 
assassination, Karl, never quite managed to evoke equally strong sentiments among the 
Bukovinian public. Newspapers duly informed their readers when, for instance, Franz 
Ferdinand had praised Bukovinian loyalty to the Throne during a conversation with Mykola 
Vasylko,333 but when Karl visited Bukovina in December 1914, the gesture was largely seen 
as ordered by the Emperor and thus engendered local praise for Franz Joseph rather than for 
the distinguished visitor who, inevitably, was said to be ‘taken deeply into the hearts’ of the 
Bukovinians nonetheless.334 
 
                                                            
328 Ein Kronprinz Rudolf-Denkmal, Czernowitzer Presse, 01.11.1897, p. 1. 
329 “(…) und noch heute zittert der Schmerz um den unersetzlichen Verlust der ritterlichen Thronerben im 
Herzen jedes Czernowitzers nach (…). Ein Denkmal, Czernowitzer Presse, 15.01.1897, p. 1. 
330 Die Universitätsaffaire, Bukowinaer Nachrichten, 14.03.1889, p. 1. 
331 Gautsch von Frankenturn, Paul, Allerunterthänigster Vortrag des treugehorsamsten Ministers für Cultus und 
Unterricht Paul Gautsch von Frankenturn betreffend die Vorkommnisse an der Czernowitzer Universität 
anläßlich der Verhandlungen der Studentenschaft betreffend die Abhaltung einer Trauerfeier zum Gedächtnisse 
Seiner K. und K. Hoheit und durchlauchtigsten Kronprinzen Erzherzogs Rudolf, 874: CUM praes, Vienna, 15 
May 1889/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ XCIII/9. 
332 “Es war dies speziell der Fall anläßlich der Vermählung 1881, der Reise in die Bukowina im Jahre 1887, des 
Todes weiland des Kronprinzen Rudolf und bei der Habsburgsfeier im Jahre 1882”. Pino-Friedenthal, Felix von, 
Bericht an den Minister für Cultus und Unterricht, 482 Pr., Czernowitz , 27 March 1889/ ANR, Fond 
‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ XCIII/9. 
333 Der Stapellauf des ‘Tegetthoff’ - Der Thronfolger Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand über die Ruthenen und die 
Bukowina, Bukowinaer Post, 24.03.1912, p. 3. 
334 Das Kaiserhaus und die Bukowina, Bukowinaer Post, 22.12.1914, p. 1. 
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After the assassination of Empress Elisabeth in 1898, Bukovinian mourning was characterised 
mainly by admiration for her charms and female qualities as well as by the suffering she 
endured in her personal life:  
 

Empress Elisabeth was not worshipped with the awe with which one approaches His Majesty. 
People loved this noble woman intensely. They loved her magnificent beauty, her always alert 
spirit, her lovely womanhood, her sense of art and poetry, her peerless grace; they bowed to 
the nobility of her convictions which were always devoted to beauty and goodness. When in 
later days she was afflicted with the toughest ordeals for a mother and used to go to the 
mountains to indulge in her painful thoughts in incomprehensible, but silent mourning, she 
was followed by the sympathy of all good people.335 

 
In 1910, a statue in her memory was erected in the Franz Joseph Park in Czernowitz and was 
unveiled by Archduke Leopold Salvator, whose visit to Bukovina created the usual buzz.336 
 
 
Cracks in the Layer of Loyalty 
 
Both in Vienna and Czernowitz, the persistent Bukovinian reputation of Imperial loyalty 
contrasted sharply with the lack of confidence on the part of from the side of the authorities. 
This was obvious in 1863 and 1864, when the Polish January Uprising (Powstanie 
styczniowe) - aimed against the Russian government - generated unrest in Bukovina, where 
some of the large landowners declared themselves Poles and their originally Armenian peers 
had over time assimilated into Polish culture (thus creating the uniquely Galician-Bukovinian 
caste of ‘Armeno-Poles’). Without much to back his suspicions, Governor Amadei reported to 
Vienna that he had limited confidence in these groups and their Imperial loyalty:   
 

Although the political attitude of the Poles and Armenians in the land is apparently correct in 
relation to the government and although they have expressed loyalty and an Austrian 
disposition from the beginning of the insurrection - albeit more in words than in deeds - their 
true and genuine political attitude in view of the goals of the present insurrection is and 
remains decidedly favourable to the Polish tendencies. It would require very vigorous 
measures to suppress this part of the Bukovinian population if they, depending on the 
development of the insurrection, would feel inclined to drop the mask of loyalty.337  

                                                            
335 Dem Festtage, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 15.10.1911, p. 1. 
336 Zur Enthüllung des Kaiserin Elisabeth-Denkmals, Bukowinaer Post, 15.10.1911, pp. 1-2; Hoher Besuch, 
Czernowitzer Tagblatt, 15.10.1911, p. 1.  
337 “Wenngleich die Haltung der Polen und Armenier hierlandes in politischer Beziehung der Regierung 
gegenüber scheinbar korrekt ist, und ihrerseits seit dem Beginne der Insurrektion Loyalität und österreichische 
Gesinnung, obwohl mehr in Worten als in Thaten kundgegeben wird, so ist und bleibt doch ihre wahre und 
eigentliche politische Gesinnung in Anbetracht der letzten Ziele der dermaligen Insurrektion eine ganz 
entschieden den polnischen Tendenzen günstige und es würde sehr energische Maßregeln bedürfen, um diesen 
Theil der Bukowinaer Bevölkerung niederzuhalten, wenn es je nach dem Stande und Anfange der Insurrektion 
demselben angezeigt scheinen sollte, die Maske der Loyalität fallen zu lassen”. Amadei, Rudolf, Abschrift eines 
Berichtes des Bukowinaer Landeschefs an Seine Excellenz den Herrn Polizeiminister, 442 P.G, Czernowitz, 20 
October 1863/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI, mapa 86/3. 
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A number of Armeno-Polish landowners indeed stood trial for their alleged support for the 
Polish uprising and for offering shelter to Polish refugees, but in a typical divide et impera 
line of thinking, the governor asked Vienna to support a request from the Bukovinian nobility 
to drop the charges: if the Armeno-Poles were found guilty, they would lose their diet seats in 
the curiae of large landowners. This would in turn provide the Romanian-oriented landowners 
with an overwhelming majority in these curiae, a development deemed even trickier by the 
mistrustful Austrian authorities. Moreover, even some Romanian landowners had rendered 
support to political refugees from the Polish regions. Although the governor did not believe 
this had been the result of ‘mere ignorance or hospitality and humanitarian considerations’ 
(bloß Unwissenheit oder Gastfreundschaft und Humanitätsrücksichten), he still preferred the 
political benefits of an acquittal, all the more since the gesture would be welcomed by the 
local population.338  
 
 
The authorities actively sought to influence public opinion. Expressions of Habsburg 
patriotism were obviously not entirely spontaneous phenomena and independent reporting by 
local media was not guaranteed: in 1883, Prime Minister Taaffe requested Governor Alesani’s 
judgment on the expected support from Bukowiner Zeitung for government intentions should 
he decide to grant the financial support the newspaper had apparently applied for.339 
 
A few years earlier, logistics surrounding the centennial celebrations of the Habsburg 
presence in 1875 revealed subtle cracks in the varnish of affection for the House of Habsburg. 
Although the Emperor had expressed his contentment with ‘the unanimous loyal 
demonstrations with which the people from his duchy of Bukovina and especially from the 
provincial capital of Czernowitz celebrated the union of Bukovina with the hereditary lands of 
his House’,340 some of these gestures were made under considerable pressure: the district 
captain of Kotzman felt urged to explain to the Governor’s Office that the Kotzman people 
had not been unwilling to donate money for the new Austria monument in Czernowitz, but 
simply too poor.341 Bukovina was not unique in this respect, as the miserable result of 86 

                                                            
338 Amadei, Rudolf, K.K. Landeschef der Bukowina berichtet an Staatsminister Anton Ritter von Schmerling 
über das Majestätsgesuch der bukowinaer Großgrundbesitzer armenischer Nationalität um Ablassung von dem 
gegen mehrerer ihrer Standesgenossen wegen Unterstützung des polnischen Aufstandes anhängigen 
strafgerechtlichen Verfahren, No. 4141 Präs., Czernowitz, 8 December 1864/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul 
Bucovinei’, MI 85/4. 
339 “Ich beehre mich nun Eure Excellenz zu ersuchen, (…) Ihre Wohlmeinung über dieses Ansuchen gefälligst 
bekannt zu geben und eventuell auch die Höhe des Betrages zu bezeichnen, welcher dem in Rede stehenden 
Blatte mit Rücksicht auf die Bedeutung der von demselben zu gewärtigenden Unterstützung der Regierungs-
Intentionen allenfalls zu gewähren wäre”. Taaffe, Eduard, Note to Governor Alesani, 42 PL, 18 January 1883/ 
DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 4724. 
340 “Die einmüthigen loyalen Kundgebungen, mit welchen die Bevölkerung Meines Herzogthumes Bukowina 
und insbesondere die Landeshaupstadt Czernowitz die Gedenkfeier der vor hundert Jahren erfolgten Vereinigung 
der Bukowina mit den Erblanden Meines Hauses begeht, erfüllen Mich mit freudiger Genugthuung”. 
Schönbrunn am 1. Oktober 1875. Franz Joseph, Emperor, Letter to Count Auersperg, Schönbrunn, 1 October 
1875/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 4010. 
341 Kotzman district, Letter to the Governor’s Office, Kotzman, 25 May 1875/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, 
spr. 3961. 
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florins at a voluntary collection for an altar carried out in the 1860s in the new Votive Church 
in Vienna confirms.342  
 
The local authorities also seemed unsure of the public support for Habsburg rule. When the 
Governor’s Office received data from the Chamber of Trade and Industry reporting 
considerable economic growth in Bukovina between 1775 and 1875, it immediately 
forwarded this information to the districts since it ‘appeared to be suitable for convincing the 
public of the fact that over a century Bukovina had reached an unprecedented development 
boom, for which each Bukovinian owed the Imperial Austrian Government nothing but the 
deepest gratitude’.343 The 41st Regiment, also known as ‘the Bukovinian Regiment’ saw the 
need for a similar initiative and donated a number of portraits of Franz Joseph, to be handed 
over to two schools in each district ‘with the intention to awaken and maintain the love for 
Emperor and Fatherland in the hearts of the local youth and thus to encourage their 
upbringing as good sons of Austria’.344  

 

The festivities surrounding the Austrian centenary in Bukovina provoked a reaction from the 
side of Romanian nationalists which led to the widely-reported ‘Arboroasa’ scandal. 
Nationalists in the developing Romanian state had regarded the celebrations of hundred years 
of Austrian occupation of what they deemed ‘ancient Romanian land’ as a provocation. The 
recent Romanian successes on the battlefield against the Turks and the emerging 
independence of a Romanian state only enhanced these sentiments. The mayor of the 
Romanian city of Iaşi, Nicu Gane, decided to organise a mourning ceremony for Grigore III 
Ghica, the Moldavian ruler who had objected to the transfer of the area of what was to 
become Bukovina from the Ottomans to the Habsburg and had subsequently been beheaded 
by his Ottoman superiors.345 Although the Viennese press maintained that the event in Iaşi 
had been organised by Bukovinian boyars,346 Bukovinian border guards at the railway station 
commented that the meeting had been limited to a religious service at the Iaşi metropoly and 
that no delegation of Bukovinian prominents had participated. The few students who actually 

                                                            
342 Hiebl, Ewald, German, Austrian or ‘Salzburger’? National identities in Salzburg c. 1830-1870, in: Cole, 
Laurence (ed.), Different Paths to the Nation - Personal and National Identities in Central Europe and Italy 
1830-1870, Palgrave MacMillan, Basingstoke 2007, p. 108. 
343 “(…) scheint geeignet zu sein, die Bevölkerung von der Thatsache zu überzeugen, daß die Bukowina während 
eines Jahrhundertes einen ungeahnten Kulturaufschwung erreicht habe, wofür jeder Bukowiner der kais. öst. 
Regierung nur zum wärmsten Danke verpflichtet sein kann”. Governor’s Office, Letter to districts, Czernowitz, 
1875/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 3961. 
344 “(…) mit der Absicht in der Brust der Landes-Jugend Liebe zu Kaiser und Vaterland zu wecken und zu 
pflegen und so ihre Erziehung zu braven Söhnen Oesterreichs zu fördern – sollen die hier aufgestellten Bildnisse 
Sr Majestät unseres allergnädigsten Kaisers, an je zwei Volksschulen in jedem Landes Bezirke vertheilt 
werden”. 41st Regiment, Letter to the Governor, Czernowitz, 1875/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 
4010. 
345 Nistor 1991, p. 219. 
346 Verhaftungen im griechisch-orientalischen Priesterseminar, Neue Freie Presse, 4767, 02.12.1877, p. 4. 
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went on 13 October were said to be sent (dirigirt).347 In the years 1875 and 1876 however, 
Romanian-speaking seminary students established their own nationalist association, 
‘Arboroasa’, which first attracted the attention of Vienna when it applied in 1877 for funds 
from the Bucharest government which had been allocated for Romanian cultural associations 
in ‘unfree Romania’ (România neliberă).348 The positive decision from Bucharest349 came 
only one month before ‘Arboroasa’ made itself conspicuous once more when it sent a 
condolence telegram to Iaşi mayor Gane at the occasion of the unveiling of a Ghica bust in 
that city. Sending the telegram itself was probably less problematic than the fact that 
‘Arboroasa’ had asserted itself in it as ‘the Romanian youth association in the torn-off parts of 
old Moldavia’ (din partea detrunchiată a vechii Moldove).350 Neue Freie Presse from Vienna 
snubbed the local authorities as well as the leaders of the Orthodox Church in Czernowitz and 
declared that it was only thanks to the Austro-Hungarian consulate in Bucharest that the 
activities of ‘Arboroasa’ had been noticed at all. The association was disbanded and five of its 
members arrested.351 

The public prosecutor charged ‘Arboroasa’ and its members with high treason for sending the 
telegram to Iaşi, for corresponding with the Romanian ministry about funding matters, for 
drinking to the health of Prince Carol I and the brave Romanian army and for hissing at a 
professor they accused of insulting the Romanian nation.352 The harsh charges against the 
students did not go down well with liberal intellectuals in Czernowitz, who regarded the deeds 
in question as ‘youthful ecapades’ (Jugendstreiche), as the defendants’ lawyer Joseph Rott - 
himself being the president of the Bukovinian German Liberal Party - had emphasised. 
Interestingly, both the president of the regional court, Bendella, and the president of the jury, 
regional diet president Wassilko, were founding members of ‘Arboroasa’.353 The acquittal of 
the accused on 3 February 1878 therefore had the character of a local settlement aimed at 
putting oil on troubled waters. In order to have the accused convicted against the odds, 
Governor Alesani had attempted in vain to invoke the highest authority, Prime Minister 
Auersperg in his capacity as Minister of Internal Affairs. Auersperg could only advice the 
governor to bring the infamous ‘flogging edict’ (Prügelpatent) into play, which basically 
enabled a conviction when no other provision would.354 In the end, the ‘Arboroasa’ group 
only faced relatively mild sanctions from the Franz Joseph University’s disciplinary 

                                                            
347 kk Hauptpolizei-Kommissariat Izkany, Letter to Governor, Itzkany, 17 October 1875/ DAChO, Viddil 1, 
Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 4010. 
348 Nistor 1991 pp. 230-231. 
349 Ministeriul Cultelor şi al Instrucțiunei Publice/ divisiunea şcolilor, Letter to Arboroasa society in Czernowitz 
regarding subsidy, no. 9138, Bucharest, 5 September 1877/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, spr. 119. 
350 Nistor 1991, p. 232. 
351 Verhaftungen im griechisch-orientalischen Priesterseminar, Neue Freie Presse, 4767, 02.12.1877, p. 4. 
352 Austro-Hungarian Consulate Iaşi, Uibersetzung eines in “Curierul” (Ballassan) ddtt 13/25 November 1877 
No. 88 erschienen Artikels, ad. 113, 10 November 1877/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, spr. 119. 
353 Turczynski 1993, pp. 166-167. 
354 “Ich muß Eure Hochwohlgeboren aber auch weiteres ersuchen, gefälligst in Erwägung zu ziehen, ob im Falle 
der Freisprechung nicht gegen die Absender des incriminirten Telegrammes an den Primär in Jassy nach §11 der 
Kaiserlichen Verordnung vom 20. April 1854 R.G.Bl. 96 vorzugehen wäre”. Auersperg, Adolf, Note to 
Governor on proceedings against suspects in the Arboroasa case, 321 MI, k.k. Ministerium des Innern, 4 
February 1878/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, spr. 119. 
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committee.355 The ban of ‘Arboroasa’ as such was sustained, since its goals were seen as 
separatist.356  

The Austrian authorities had met Romanian activities in Bukovina with distrust well before 
the ‘Arboroasa’ case, however. Governor Amadei had reported in 1865 already that the 
newly-founded Association for Romanian Literature and Culture (Societatea pentru 
Literatura și Cultura Română) was to be kept under surveillance since it clearly anticipated 
the founding of Romanian state (Zukunfts-Romanenreich) and ‘even though the ambitions of 
its leaders were not yet suspicious, the possibility that they were preparing the ground for 
future contingencies should not be underestimated’, since the association, ‘notwithstanding 
the short duration of its existence, had taken several steps to reveal its proper purpose but 
could freely do so under the protective shields of the evolution of nationhood’. These dubious 
intentions were pursued exclusively among intellectuals, the governor continued; the 
peasantry remained loyal to the government.357 

 

After the ‘Arboroasa’ trial, Vienna monitored possible Romanian irredentist activities even 
more closely, especially the contacts between Bukovinians and Romania. On a regular basis, 
the governor received instructions from Vienna to check suspicious activities and to involve 
district captains in the investigations where deemed necessary. Most of the inquiries arrived at 
unalarming results.358 A communication from the Austrian consul in Iaşi to the Minister of 
Internal Affairs in Vienna claimed that Bukovina-born poet Dimitrie Petrino was 
commissioned by the Liberal Party in Romania to write a brochure calling on the 
Transylvanian and Bukovinan Romanians ‘to free themselves from slavery, with violence if 
necessary, and to seek unification with Romania’. Strict orders were given to the governor in 
Bukovina to do everything to prevent the distribution of the brochure, which in fact never 
appeared.359  

Then again, there had been plenty of publicity in Romania regarding the ‘Arboroasa’ case. 
The Romanian press, having played played an active rol in the affair as the first to publish the 
telegram in question, had loudly condemned the proceedings against the Romanian students: 
poet and essayist Mihai Eminescu - who would reach an iconic status as Romania’s ‘national 
poet’- wrote in Timpul that in the ‘completely Judaised Austria’ (Austria pe deplin jidovită), 

                                                            
355 Nistor 1991, p. 248. 
356 Hausleitner 2006 (Eine wechselvolle Geschichte etc.), p. 40. 
357 “Sowie de Dingen dermal stehen, biethen zwar die Resultate der bisherigen Bestrebungen der leitenden 
Persönlichkeiten keine bedenkliche Seite, doch ist meines Erachtens nicht zu unterschätzen, daß man offenbar 
anstrebt, für künftige Eventualitäten den Boden vorzubereiten und zu ebern. (…) Dieser Verein hat ohngeachtet 
der kurzen Dauer seines Bestandes mehrere Schritte gethan, welche seine eigentliche Bestimmung 
kennzeichnen, aber unter dem schützenden Schilde der Entwickelung der Nazionalität ungehindert geschehen 
können”. Amadei, Rudolf, Bericht über die Volksstimmung 1. Quartal, 44 Pr., Czernowitz, 28 April 1865/ ANR, 
Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 85/4. 
358 DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, spr. 4531 and 4618/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, spr. 119. 
359 Ministry of Internal Affairs, Letter to Governor Alesani, 4215 MI, Vienna, 4 November 1876/ DAChO, 
Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 1, str. 4010. 
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the entire centennial celebration was an insult to Romania and the Romanians and that the 
project was mainly supported by ‘the Jewish element’ in Bukovina.360 Curierul lamented that 
‘particularly since Romania had entered the war against Turkey, the Bukovinian Romanians 
had suffered countless chicaneries and persecutions at the hands of the Germans and Jews 
who had the administration, the judiciary, as well as instruction in their hands in poor 
Bukovina’.361 

Although the tensions surrounding ‘Arboroasa’ and separatist tendencies among Bukovinian 
nationalists quieted down rapidly once Romania had formally gained independence, they 
remained firmly embedded in the collective conscience and surfaced occasionally when the 
loyalty of Bukovinian Romanian-speakers was called in question. Anonymous (and obviously 
envious) plaintiffs used Zaharia Voronca’s past as one of the ‘Arboroasa’ defendants when 
they tried to block his appointment as a cathedral preacher in 1886. They argued that the 
position ‘would offer him an outstanding opportunity to preach from the pulpit his already 
matured anti-Austrian tendencies and principles to the faithful listeners and to inseminate 
them with these’.362 In 1895, Ruthenian nationalist Bukovyna readily invoked the episode to 
underline the difference in Habsburg loyalty between Bukovinian Ruthenians and Romanians:  

It was not Ruthenian, but Romanian, this ‘Arboroasa’ association which in the year 1875 
when the whole of Bukovina, including the Bukovinan Ruthenians celebrated, evaded the 
proud anniversary of the alignment of Bukovina with Austria in the capital and sent telegrams 
to Iaşi, full of expressions of sorrow and regret that Bukovina was torn away from Moldavia. 
They were not Ruthenian but Romanian, those people and leaders going to Iaşi, only to take 
part in a sorrowful commemoration of the separation of Bukovina form Moldavia. (…) What 
then about Austrian patriotism? What about the argument of loyalty?363  

When in 1913 the Austrian Ministry of Internal Affairs received signs of Romanian separatist 
activism in Bukovina, it related the developments to what it called the ‘Daco-Romanian 
tendencies which had already flourished in the 1870’ and concluded that ‘the Hydra raised its 
head once more’.364 However, reports from the local district captains did not contain alarming 
news. Every now and then, speakers at festive gatherings of Romanian nationalist would hint 

                                                            
360 Eminescu, Mihai, Arboroasa (“în ‘Neue Freie Presse’ ne-a intâmpinat...”), Timpul, 11.11.1877, pp. 3-4. 
361 Austro-Hungarian Consulate Iaşi, Uibersetzung eines in “Curierul” (Ballassan) ddtt 13/25 November 1877 
No. 88 erschienen Artikels, ad. 113, 10 November 1877/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, spr. 119. 
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herab zu predigen und sie denselben einzuimpfen”. Anonymous, Letter to the Governor complaining about the 
upcoming appointment of Zaharia Voronca, Czernowitz, December 1886/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 6, 
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er Jahren des vorigen Jahrhunderts. (…) Jetzt erhebt die Hydra neuerlich ihr Haupt”. kk Ministerium des Innern, 
Großrumänische Tendenzen – Abschrift – streng vertraulich, Zl. 12.535/MI ex. 1913/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, 
Opis 8, spr. 130. 
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at ‘the temporary nature of state borders’.365 To maintain peace and quiet however, a local 
police captain advised that the interdiction on entry for Nicolae Iorga not be lifted. 366 

 

Romanian ‘Arboroasa’ was not the only ‘cultural association’ which caught the attention of 
the Austrian authorities because of its separatist sympathies. In 1908, the Old-Ruthenian 
‘Pravoslavna Chytalnya’ from Sereth got into trouble when it hosted Pan-Slavic leader Count 
Vladimir Bobrinsky from Russia. Bobrinsky took the floor ‘and advertised the secession of 
the crownland from Austria and its submission to the Czar, whose qualities the speaker 
compared favourably to those of its incumbent ruler’. When someone from the audience 
objected, one of Bukovina’s Old-Ruthenian prominents, Mohylnytsky, had the police remove 
the man from the room. The incident caused Governor Regner-Bleyleben to request the 
Minister of Internal Affairs for Mohylnytsy’s removal from Sereth.367 ‘Pravoslavna 
Chytalnya’ itself was disbanded by the governor, since the political nature of its ties to the 
likes of Bobrinsky was incompatible with the apolitical nature of the association: apart from 
the forum the association had offered Bobrinsky to disseminate his ideas, its members had 
also organised a very public welcome at the railway station. ‘Pravoslavna Chytalnya’ objected 
vehemently to the decision, deemed the young Austrian official who had ordained its 
dissolution ‘young, inexperienced and apropos not from here’ (landesfremd) and accused its 
Young-Ruthenian adversaries of deliberate defamation. It underlined its role in the moral 
elevation and in the fight against illiteracy among the peasantry and claimed to have 
contributed to a decrease of crime. The association’s spontaneous and richly adorned 
participation in the local celebrations of the Emperor’s sixtieth anniversary on the throne was 
enough, according to the board of ‘Pravoslavna Chytalnya’, to prove that the association 
‘which between the lines of the contested decree was accused of disloyalty, taught its 
members to be patriotic and loyal to the Emperor’.368 Mohylnytsky himself turned to 
Governor Bleyleben and equally invoked the Old-Ruthenian involvement in the Emperor’s 
anniversary to point out that, unlike the Young-Ruthenians, the Old-Ruthenians had never 
                                                            
365 “(…) Die zwei Letztgenannten [schoolteachers] hätten auch laut Angabe des Oberlehrers Raczinski aus Kotul 
Bainski bei dem im November 1910 durch den Bürgemeister Phikociewicz in der rum. Schule zu Kotulbainski 
veranstalteten Tanzkränzchen, welchem auch 2 rum. Offiziere und auch mehrere rum. Persönlichkeiten 
beiwohnten, tendenziöse Reden gehalten haben, welche dahin deuteten, daß die rum. Reichsgrenze nicht wo sie 
gegenwärtig steht (…)” Bezirksgendarmeriekommando, An die k.k. Bezirkshauptmannschaft in Nowosielitza, am 
21. Dezember 1913, 10 December 1913/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 8, spr. 130. 
366 “Angesichts der erwähnten Möglichkeit wurde meiner Dafürhaltung die Rücknahme der Ausweisung des 
Professors Iorga nicht zu empfehlen sein”. Bezirksgendarmeriekommando, An die k.k. Bezirkshauptmannschaft 
in Nowosielitza, am 21. Dezember 1913, 14 January 1914/ DAChO, Viddil 1, Fond 3, Opis 8, spr. 130. 
367 “(…) und hiebei als das Heil der Bukowinaer Russen die Lostrennung dieses Kronlandes von Oesterreich und 
Unterwerfung unter den Zaren dessen Eigenschaften der Redner jenen des gegenwärtigen Landesherrn 
entgegenhielt, pries”. Regner- Bleyleben, Oktavian, Abschrift eines Berichtes des k.k. Landespräsidenten in 
Czernowitz vom 1. Mai 1910, Zl.2490 Präs., and den k.k. Minister des Innern, Czernowitz, 1 May 1910/ ANR, 
fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ I/7. 
368 “(…) dass die ‘Prawoslawna Czytaljnja’, welcher zwischen den Zeilen der angefochtenen Verfügung der 
Vorwurf der Illoyalität gemacht wird, ihre Mitglieder zur Vaterlandsliebe und Kaisertreue erzieht”. Schelepiuk, 
Ilie (Obmann), Berufung gegen Auflösung der Russka Prawoslawnaja Czytaljnja in Sereth, Sereth, 23 May 
1909/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 85/3/1. 
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resorted to ‘lèse majesté, espionage and terrorist acts’. If Young-Ruthenian newspapers like 
Bukowinaer Post und Bukowinaer Tagblatt wanted to send the Old-Ruthenians and their 
national idea to Russia, Mohylnytsky maintained, this ‘deportation policy directed against 
citizens loyal to Emperor and State’ could not possibly be in the interest of the government 
‘since none of the many peoples of Austria would remain to preserve the Austrian Empire’.369 
In order to make the close ties between Old-Ruthenians and the Russian Empire appear less 
suspicious, Russkaya Pravda invoked the memory of the 1848 uprising and the Russian 
troops which had assisted in suppressing the rebellion of the ‘wild Hungarians’: 

Oh, come, come quickly/ Orthodox brothers/ For our eminent Monarch/ Has been waiting for 
you such a long time!/ Oh come, come, falcons/ And bring victory/ To our Emperor Monarch/ 
Your neighbour!370 

 

Indeed, Old-Ruthenians worked hard to convince the Austrian authorities of their loyalty, and 
even then their efforts sometimes produced the adverse effect, as the Galician-Ruthenian 
Mihailo Kachkovsky Society experienced: among other publications, it issued calendars with 
a wide circulation among the rural population. As proof of their dynastic feelings, each issue 
of the calendars was decorated with a portrait of the Emperor. In one of the issues the portrait 
was reproduced so badly that the face of the Emperor appeared to be stained by flyspeck. The 
authorities took this for a denigration of His Imperial Majesty and severely fined a number of 
leading members of the society.371  

At the dawn of the World War, Russophile activists living in the Russian Empire founded the 
Committee for the Liberation of Carpathian Ruthenia on 11 August 1914 in Kiev. They also 
issued a proclamation addressed to the ‘long-suffering Russian people in Galicia,’ urging the 
people in that region to welcome the Russian army and suggesting that Ruthenian soldiers in 
the Austro-Hungarian army should defect to Russian forces.372 The Austrian government, 
alarmed by these developments, actively chased pro-Russian activists and in 1916, members 
of several of their Galician and Bukovinian organisations stood trial in Vienna. Although the 
                                                            
369 “Nichtsdestoweniger schicken uns die im Dienste Herr Nikolai v. Wassilko stehenden Zeitungen Bukowinaer 
Post und Bukowinaer Tagblatt mit unserer nationalen Idee nach Russland. Ich glaube aber, dass diese gegen 
kaiser- und staatstreue Staatbürger empfohlene Deportationspolitik keineswegs in den Intentionen der hohen 
Regierung gelegen sein dürfte. Denn nach demselben Recepte müsste man alle österreichischen Deutschen nach 
Deutschland, die Italiener nach Italien, die Rumänen nach Rumänien die Serben nach Serbien, die Ukrainer und 
die Juden nach Palästina deportieren, und es bliebe von den vielen Völkern Oesterreichs keines zurück, um den 
össtereichischen Kaiserstaat aufrecht zu erhalten”. Mogilnicki, Kornel von, Letter to Governor Bleyleben, 
Sereth, 24 May 1910/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MCȊ I/7. 
370 Ivanovych, L., ПѢсня изъ 1848 года, Русская Правда, 24.08.1912, pp. 1 and 6. 
371 Wendland, Anna Veronika, Die Russophilen in Galizien. Ukrainische Konservative zwischen Österreich und 
Russland 1848-1915 (Studien zur Geschichte der Österreich-Ungarischen Monarchie, Vol. 27), Verlag der 
Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna 2001, p. 278. Interestingly, Jaroslav Hašek describes a 
similar scene in his famous satirical novel about the soldier Švejk, when a pub owner, afraid of possible 
repercussions, hides a portrait of the Emperor in his attic once flyspeck has stained it (Hašek, Jaroslav, Osudy 
dobrého vojáka Švejka za světové války, Baronet, Prague, 37th ed.,1998 [first published 1923], p. 14). 
372 Ripetsky, Stepan and Sereda, Ostap, entry Russophiles (rusofily, or moskvofily), Encyclopedia of Ukraine, 
vol. 4, University of Toronto Press, Toronto 1993. 
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military authorities had endeavoured to find out how loyal the local population had remained 
during the Russian occupation in order to build their case, the censorship officials had not 
been able to find any incriminating evidence in the screened correspondence during that 
period.373 Around the same time, Ruthenian-speaking prisoners of war from Galicia and 
Bukovina were pressured by the Russian authorities in Tashkent to join the Russophiles, but 
as even the Romanian nationalist Baron Nicu Flondor attested after his return from Russian 
captivity, ‘one simply had to admire their fortitude and confidence in [the Austrian] victory’, 
(..) steadfast in the darkest moments, never giving up hope’.374 

Nevertheless, Austrian censorship authorities remained on the lookout for pro-Russian 
comments by their Ruthenian-speaking subjects. At times, such suspicions seemed justified, 
like in the case of a Bukovinian priest from Babyn who wrote to his father that Austria had 
irreversibly lost the war and that he would not return from Kiev before a Russian bishopric 
and consistory had been established in Czernowitz.375 Other letters were filed under 
‘Russophile statements’ simply because the Bukovinian author had complained about food 
scarcity in Austria and had encouraged his relatives to leave the country.376 A special 
subcategory of suspicious correspondents consisted of Ruthenian-speaking Bukovinians who 
had found a wife in Russia, but even the Austrian authorities themselves conceded that this 
group was very small and was driven by practical rather than political reasons.377 Even more, 
there were also Romanian-speaking Bukovinians in Russian captivity who married Russian 
women.378  

                                                            
373 “Über das Verhalten der Zivilbevölkerung der in dem Erlasse genannten Ortschaften eine bewieskräftige und 
daher präzise Äusserung abzugeben, ist die Zensurabteilung nicht in der Lage, da aus Korrespondenzen keinerlei 
Wahrnehmungen, die auf ein illoyales Verhalten der Zivilbevölkerung der genannten Orte schliessen lassen 
könnten, gemacht wurden”. k.u.k. Generalstab, Evidenzbüro, Bericht an das GZNB, Vienna, 24 September 1916, 
K.Nr. 19504, Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando /Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) 
Zensurstelle „D“, Karton 3746, Fasc. 4295. 
374 “Man muss einfach, sagt Baron Flondor, ihre Standhaftigkeit u. ihre Zuversicht in unseren Sieg bewundern. 
In den schwersten Momenten, so z.B. nach dem Falle von Przemysl, als die Anderen zweifelten, standen sie 
unerschütterlich da u. gaben die Hoffnung nicht auf”. GZNB, Meldung der ukrainische Zensurgruppe-B, Vienna, 
25 February 1916/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro 
(AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, Karton 3741 (1916). 
375 “Nach Babyn kehre ich nie mehr zurück, ich werde mir eine andere Pfarrei suchen. In Kiew bleibe ich 
solange, bis man in Czernowitz einen russischen Bisschofsstuhl samt Konsistorium errichten wird. Oesterreich 
hat den Krieg schon endgültig verloren, ihr braucht nun kein Angst mehr zu haben (…)”. Grigorij, Nikolaus, 
Russophile Korrespondenz an seinen Vater Greogor Grigorij in Hlinica a/Pruth, Kiev, 16 August 1916/ Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB)/ Ukrainische Gruppe 
B, Karton 3773, Fasc. E 7203. 
376 “…Es geht mir hier besser als in Oesterreich, den in Oesterreich war nichts zum Essen. Wenn die Lage sich 
anders gestalten sollte, so bleibt nicht in Oesterreich, denn es wird schlecht sein…” Issar, Michael, Letter to 
Anna Issar in Kukawetz a/S, Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro 
(AOK/GZNB)/ Ukrainische Gruppe A, Russophile Aeusserungen österr. Kgf. in Italien, Karton 3777, Fasc E 
8166.  
377 Zensurgruppe Russisch C/ 1917/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“ , Karton 3745, Fasc. 4117/15. 
378 “…denn ich habe hier geheiratet, habe eine hübsche Russin gefunden. Und nach dem Frieden sollt Ihr, wenn 
Ihr wollt, hierher zu mir kommen, da ich Hochzeit machen werde. Sie hat ein Vermögen von 23000 Rubel…” 
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The obvious weakening of the Austrian position during the course of the war certainly played 
into the hands of irredentist movements. Shortly before war broke out, Czernowitzer Tagblatt 
had proudly stated:  
 

Certainly the Russian undermining activities (...) have found willing stooges for their 
seemingly harmless religious propaganda in Bukovina, and the tentacles of the Romanian 
Cultural League raveningly tried to reach us. But fortunately they have found no fertile soil 
here, and their audacious attempt was bound to deflect off our population. For the 
Bukovinians are deeply loyal to the Emperor in their deepest hearts and cling fully to the 
Empire to which they owe everything.379 
 
 

 

Nationalists, but good Austrians 
 

In Habsburg Bukovina, loyalty to Austria on one hand and to a national group on the other 
was generally seen as entirely compatible. Ties to the ‘state’ were often less emotional than 
those to the more intimate realm of nation or region380 and were actively invoked as the all-
encompassing societal glue in times of growing outspoken nationalism.381 Whereas Bukovina 
proper was the ‘native land’ (Heimatland), Austria was referred to as ‘fatherland’ (Vaterland), 
and as such closely connected to the image of the Emperor as well as to that of the guardian of 
its nationalities: When university dean Tarnawski held a speech for the Jewish student 
association Hebronia, he urged its members ‘to meet all their obligations as as academic 
citizens and as members of the Hebronia as well as to take a particular interest in maintaining 
and promoting feelings of unswerving loyalty to Emperor and fatherland, to the alma Mater 
Francisco-Josephina, to their faith and their people (Volk)’.382  

Such a neat arrangement of sentiments was not a given, though. At the end of 1908, 
Czernowitzer Tagblatt concluded, that the year ‘had not brought enough positive 
achievements to the great fatherland necessary to bring about to the consolidation of this 
peoples’ conglomerate, to strengthen and promote the concept of the State’.383 A few years 
earlier, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung had belittled nationalism as students’ teething 
trouble, ultimately leading to the acknowledgement of the superiority of a unified Austrian 
identity:  

                                                                                                                                                                                          
Lehaci, Luca, Letter to Miron Bilan in Bukschoia, Chodschent, Turkestan, 11 September 1916/ Rumänische 
Zensurgruppe/ Exh.Nr. 890/Wien, 24 October 1916/ Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“ , Karton 3745, Fasc 4117/2. 
379 Treue Grenzwacht, Czernowitzer Tagblatt, 13.05.1914, p. 1. 
380 Brückmuller 1995, pp. 264-267 
381 See for instance Mittelmann 1907/8, p. 40: “Dieses Nationalitätengemisch, das das Land bewohnt, wird durch 
ein gemeinsames Band zusammengehalten, es ist dies die Liebe zur engeren Heimat, die Anhänglichkeit an 
Großösterreich und die unerschütterliche Treue zum Monarchen und dem angestammten Herrscherhause”.  
382 Festkommers der Hebronia (Fasching), Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 01.01.1905, p. 4. 
383 Neujahr, Czernowitzer Tagblatt, 01.01.1909, pp. 1-2 
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Who can argue that the patriotism of the peoples living in Bukovina was never called in 
question! Each Old-Ruthenian was decried by his Young-Ruthenian co-nationals as a 
mercenary in the service of Russia, which in turn was countered with the assertion that the 
‘Ukrainians’ seek the destruction of Russia and Austria in order to create their Ukraine; with 
the Romanians ‘irredenta’ was regarded as a matter of course, and a large section of our 
Germans were declared ‘Prussia lovers’ (Preußenseuchler). What became of this talk? 
Nothing. Today we realise that some students - students love to dream and talk - in their joints 
and bars indulged - and maybe still do! - in far-fetched politicking but is beyond all doubt that 
after their entry into everyday life, they grow with their whole being into the polity they had 
challenged when they were downy-bearded young men. This sense of State of the learned 
classes, maturing during one’s lifetime, remains at the side of the originally strong and never-
faltering patriotism of the masses (…). This much-maligned Austrianness is part of us all and 
what is being said across the border about our ‘problem’ in lengthy articles and quasi-
academic essays is not worth the paper on which it is written. Under the surface which we 
ourselves prefer to keep stormy, lies deeply embedded the ineradicable love for the entirety - 
Austrian patriotism - and no matter how trite the quote, it is repeated here: we have a 
fatherland and we love it.384  

Even for nationalists, the nation-state was not automatically the envisaged goal. It was 
possible simultaneously to be a proud Romanian and kaisertreu.385 Bukovinian university 
dean Constantin Tomasciuc had demonstrated this in 1875 in the Viennese parliament when 
he had declared Poles, Germans and Romanians people rooted primarily in the same Austrian 
soil. Tomasciuc’s conviction of ‘serving his nation best when serving the Empire’ was 
translated into more practical terms by Bukovinian Romanian nationalist George Popovici. He 
refrained from promoting annexation of Bukovina by Romania, since in his view this would 
require a collapse of the Monarchy which in the long run would inevitably lead to a takeover 
by Russia. He therefore regarded ‘Daco-Romanianism’ as a useless fabrication386 and scorned 
Governor Bourguignon when the latter accused the Bukovinian Romanian clergy of being 
disloyal ‘for in the course of a century they had brilliantly demonstrated their patriotism at 
every opportunity and for this they had always found the recognition with the relevant 
authorities’.387 Aurel Onciul took Popovici’s argumentation a step further:  

Bukovinian Romanians are Austrians and dynastic to the core. In the eyes of the country's 
population the Emperor is a kind of divinity, the personification of justice and mercy while the 
learned classes outdo each other in loyalty, regarding the mere academic study of the 
Romanian question as a crime. Therefore their members confess to the conviction: ‘We are 
good Austrians, even though we are Romanians’. 

                                                            
384 Patriotismus, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 20.08.1905, p. 1. 
385 Stambrook 2004, p. 192. 
386 Turczynski 1979, p. 16. 
387 “Denn der Bukowinaer rumänische hat im Verlaufe eines Säculums bei jeder Gelegenheit seinen Patriotismus 
glänzend bewiesen und hat stets die Anerkennung hiefür an maßgebender Stelle gefunden”. Haus der 
Abgeordneten, Interpellation des Abg. Popovici und Genossen an Ihre Excellenzen den Herrn Minister des 
Innern und den Herrn Leiter des Ministeriums für Cultus und Unterricht, betreffend das Vorgehen des Herrn 
Landespräsidenten Baron Bourguignon gegen den Bukowinaer rumänischen Clerus, 1899-1900/ 16th Session, 
kaiserlich-königliche Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, Vienna 1899, pp. 922-923.  
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According to Onciul, the existence of Romanianness and its protection from the Russian 
menace depended to such large extent on a strong Austria that rather than ‘we are good 
Austrians, even though we are Romanians’, the dictum should be ‘we are good Austrians, 
exactly because we are Romanians’.388  

Romanian nationalist priest Zaharovschi used his birthday address to the King of Romania in 
1909 to point out that the basis for Romanian cultural life had been been provided by Empress 
Maria Theresia, who had established Romanian-language schools in Transylvania.389 In the 
early days of the World War, in November 1914, 30,000 Romanian-speaking peasants 
gathered in in Suczawa to express their loyalty to the Throne. A unanimously adopted 
resolution proposed by the mayor of Dorna-Watra, Petru Forfotă, stated that ‘the Romanian 
peasants of Bukovina wished with all their heart that the Romanian army fight shoulder to 
shoulder with the Imperial troops against the common enemy’. Furthermore, a letter 
addressed to the King of Romania was to convey that those same peasants ‘had learned from 
their parents that the most dangerous enemies of all Romanian people were the Russians, and 
against those only the powerful Austria could protect them’. For this reason, the draft letter 
continued, ‘they had always been loyal to Austria and would remain to be in the future, in the 
hope that the Romanian army would fight alongside the Imperial army in defence of their 
nation’.390 When this hope proved illusory on 27 August 1917 with a Romanian attack on 
Austrian Bukovina, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung painted a vivid picture of the 
indignation of Romanian-speaking Bukovinians: 

Among all the peoples of the unhappiest of all crownlands of Austria, the Romanians in 
Bukovina have received the heaviest blow by this declaration of war. They were panting with 
rage and pain as the street noise lured them at night from the mountains into the valley. The 
mere thought that the word ‘Romanian’ would forever be associated with ‘traitor’ made them 
furious, those loyal citizens of an empire in which they can develop freely, to the rulers of 
which the Kingdom owes its growth and economic development, and to whom it now wants to 
pay the debt for so much benevolence with a dagger in the back.391 

Then again, the same Petru Forfotă who had initiated the loyalty resolution of 1914 was the 
driving force behind suspending the Austrian authority in 1918 and establishing a Romanian 
National Guard.392 Contrary as this move may have seemed to the 1914 resolution, it 
adequately reflected the conditional loyalty Romanian nationalists in Bukovina had professed 
after the Austria-centered days of Tomasciuc: they remained devoted to the Austrian state, but 
only as long as it could guarantee their undisturbed national development within its borders. 
When this warranty evaporated together with the Habsburg Monarchy, the parameters shifted 
entirely. 

                                                            
388 Die Bedingungen der Existenz der Rumänen, Bukowinaer Post, 29.06.1902, p. 1.  
389 Zaharovschi, Victor, Mahala - Anläßlich des 70. Geburtsjubiläums des Königs Carol I. von Rumänien 
(Korrespondenzen), Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 23.05.1909, p. 7. 
390 Reichstreue Kundgebung der rumänischen Bauernschaft der Bukowina, Neue Freie Presse, 24.11.1914 
(evening edition), p. 2. 
391 Bukowinaer Bilder aus dem rumänischen Kriege, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 06.09.1917, p. 3.  
392 Unirea Bucovinei cu România Bucovinenii au făcut-o (part 2), Monitorul de DoANR, 01.12.2007 (digital 
version, retrieved 26 March 2009). 
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This ‘conditionality’ formed an even more significant component in the Ruthenian relations to 
the Austrian state. Ruthenian nationalist Silvester Daskyevych took issue when Bukovina was 
called ‘the Eastern Tyrol of the Monarchy’, since he insisted that only the Ruthenian 
Bukovinians had behaved like true and loyal ‘Tyroleans’ during the tumultuous years 1848-49 
(how this loyalty related to the Kobylytsia uprising Daskyevych left unmentioned, 
however).393Bukowinaer Post assured its readers that in Bukovina ‘there was no true 
Ruthenian question in the real sense of the word, because the native Ruthenians were 
primarily true Austrians, and genuine, loyal sons of their own smaller homeland’. They were 
said to ‘feel the care that the government and the other competent authorities display to raise 
their material and spiritual wellbeing’, and to ‘feel that they were in no way whatsoever 
inferior to the other tribes living in the land’.394 And indeed, Ruthenian reading halls 
contributed to a book portraying the good deeds of the Emperor, while Ruthenian radicals 
gnashed their teeth with frustration over the ‘loyalty and subservience’ of the villagers.395 
Bukovyna adorned its first edition with the portraits of prominent Habsburg family 
members,396 and with reference to the Austrian flag, its radical competitor Hromadyanyn 
scornfully named Bukovyna ‘the organ of our Bukovinian black-yellows’.397 While Old-
Ruthenians may have hoped for a Pan-Slavic union under the Russian Czar, Young-
Ruthenians in Austria counted on the Habsburgs to fulfill their dreams of ‘Ukraine’, a vision 
gathering momentum with the outbreak of the World War. Narodniy Holos did not leave 
much to the imagination as to the motivation of Austrian Ruthenians to fight in the Imperial 
army, for ‘Austrian Ukrainians passionately hurried to mobilise troops under the Austrian flag 
in order to liberate their brothers in Russian Ukraine from the shackles of Russian slavery’.398 
Initially, Narodniy Holos was careful enough to speak only of ‘Russian Ukraine’ and refer to 
‘Austrian Ukrainians’ to ‘Bukovina’ and ‘Galicia’, and not to an ‘Austrian Ukraine’ of sorts, 
knowing that such inner-Austrian territorial suggestions would not go down well in Vienna. 
However, at the occasion of the first retreat of the Russian occupiers and the return of the 
Austrian troops in Bukovina in October 1914, this restraint had vanished. Apparently the 
editors of Narodniy Holos felt confident enough about a future Ukrainian territorial entity to 
welcome the Habsburg soldiers as ‘sons of Austria and Austrian Ukraine’ and to quote ‘their 
genius Shevchenko whose prophetic words would be fulfilled in the near future: “And the 
shameful, hard times will pass/ And the good glory will relive, the glory of Ukraine”. Still, 
their motto ‘for Austria and for a free Ukraine’ was a telling illustration of just how this 
double loyalty became increasingly incompatible.399 The term ‘Austrian Ukraine’ became 
fashionable among local Ruthenians as well, as is illustrated by a letter of PoW Ivan 
Hutsuliak who wrote to his wife in Wiloka from an army hospital in Krems (Lower Austria) 
with reference to the Russian Czar:  

                                                            
393 Daszkiewicz 1891, p. 20. 
394 Ruthenenfragen in der Bukowina, Bukowinaer Post, 16.06.1895, pp. 1-2. 
395 Stambrook 2004, p. 194. 
396 Romaniuk 1998, p. 49. 
397 Наша ‘Буковина’, Громадянин, 08.03.1909. 
398 Борімо ся, поборемо! Народний голос, 19.08.1914, pp. 2-3. 
399 “І минеть ся срамотня тяжкая година/ І оживе добра слава, слава України!” Витайте наші війска! 
Народний голос, 25.10.1914, p. 1. 
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As soon as one is healthy again, he is sent off to the field for the reception of those who want 
to merge our (that is, Austrian) Ukraine with his lands and who has covered our Carpathian 
Mountains with his corpses.400 

In May 1915, Mykola Vasylko and his fellow Bukovinian Ruthenian parliamentarians called 
on the ‘Ukrainian nation (народ) in Bukovina’ to remain loyal to ‘the Emperor, the State and 
the Ukrainian nation’ en referred to the ‘Ukrainian lands of Galicia and Bukovina’ (українскі 
землї Галичини і Буковини).401 Generally speaking, the more ostentatiously territorial 
ambitions appeared in the Ruthenian press, the more emphatically those articles affirmed 
Ruthenian (now consistently named ‘Ukrainian’) allegiance to the Habsburg Throne. In 
Narodniy Holos, ample space was devoted to praise ‘the faithful, sincere, patriotical and 
steadfast manner in which Ukrainian Bukovinans assisted the military authorities in every 
possible way’ and to describe how Ukrainian children risked their lives supporting the 
Austrian troops.402 Still, Austrian intelligence did not lend itself to romantic illusions: a report 
from August 1917 read that ‘the Ukrainians demanded autonomy of Ukrainian Galicia 
(Eastern Galicia), and Bukovina and conditioned their Austrian state loyalty on the realisation 
of this requirement’.403  

 

Loyalty in Times of War 
 
Bukovina with its proximity to the Russian border became one of the central battlefields once 
the World War broke out. Russian troops occupied the area three times: from October to 
November 1914, from November 1914 to February 1915 and again from June 1916 to August 
1917. Both the Austrian and the Russian authorities introduced martial law during the periods 
they were in charge and thus effectively silenced political debates. This way, the Austrian 
authorities had to rely heavily on their own agents as well as on eye witness reports to get an 
idea of just how loyal their Bukovinian subjects remained during those turbulent days.  

During the first cruel year of the war, Bukovinians not only suffered from actual acts of war, 
but also from brutal actions by the Habsburg army. The Austrian troops arrested substantial 
numbers of people they regarded as Romanian or Old-Ruthenian nationalists and upon their 

                                                            
400 “Sobald man gesund wird, geht man ins Feld ab zum Empfange desjenigen, der unsere (d.h. die 
österreichische) Ukraine seinen Ländern verschmelzen wollte und unsere Karpathen mit seinen Leichen bedeckt 
hat”. Hutsuliak, Ivan, Letter to Julitta Hutsuliak, Krems, 1915/ Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“,Briefe 
patriotischen Inhaltes III (Ruthenian): Rekonvalescenten, Karton 3731. 
401 Vasylko, Drachynskiy, Popowicz, Pihuliak et al., До українського народу на Буковинї, Народний голос, 
08.05.1905, pp. 1-2. 
402 Lukashevych, MP, Образки із Буковини, Народний голос, 04.09.1915, pp. 3-4. 
403 “Die Ukrainer verlangen die Autonomie des ukr. Galiziens (Ost-Galizien) und er Bukowina, und machen von 
der Erfüllung dieser Forderung ihre österr. Staatstreue abhängig”. GZNB, Die ukrainische Frage – 
Augustbericht , Vienna, August 1917/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“,Karton 3753, Fasc. 4798.  
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hasty retreat from the Russian military, they shot fleeing peasants they suspected of treason. 
Austrian investigations later estimated their number between 18 and 42.404  

The first letters to and by captured Bukovinians convey eagerness to fight for the Austrian 
state. Simion Albu from Dorna-Kandreni comforted Nikolai Kövány in Svilajuac (Serbia) that 
the day would soon come for him to return home, because ‘the Almighty was on the side of 
the Austrian army which claimed new victories every day’,405 Volodymyr Charapachynsky 
complained from Archangelsk to his wife that he’d be ‘happy on the battlefield instead of 
being a corpse for his country’406 and Teodor Geața wrote from Russia to Botuschana that ‘he 
had preferred to have died on the field of honour than to have been captured’.407 Students 
from the Franz Joseph University showed a similar enthousiasm and formed voluntary 
battalions along German, Romanian, Ruthenian and Polish lines.408 

Neue Freie Presse from Vienna reported after the end of the first Russian occupation how that 
period had been accompanied by vandalism, destruction and intimidation. Money had been 
confiscated, Russophile prisoners had been released and the new Russian Governor, Evreinov, 
had prominent Bukovinians like Czernowitz mayor Weisselberger, Young-Ruthenian deputy 
Spenul, the editor-in-chief of Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, Philipp Menczel and many 
others arrested and sent to Siberia. Archbishop Repta had been pressured to conduct a prayer 
service for the Russian Czar on 18 September (to which he had only consented after his rather 
bureaucratic demand for a formal order in writing had been granted by Governor Evreinov). 
Informers had been everywhere and arrests had taken place on a daily basis. All in all, it was 
no surprise that the Russian retreat and the subsequent Austrian return on 20 October were 
greeted with general enthousiasm and relief.409 Governor Meran ordered the formation of 
voluntary defence unit, with Aurel Onciul in charge of the Romanian, and Mykola Vasylko in 
charge of the Ruthenian unit. There was also a substantial Jewish devision. In spite of these 
efforts, the Russian troops managed to fight their way back into Czernowitz within only one 

                                                            
404 Hausleitner 2001, p. 84. 
405 “Auch die Zeit wird herannahen, dass Du nach Hause rückkehrst, denn der Allmächtige ist mit uns und 
unserer Armee, welche von Tag zu Tag neue Siege erringt.” Albu, Simion, Letter to PoW Nikolai Kövány, 
Dorna-Kandreni 17 June 1915/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro 
(AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“/ Rumänische Gruppe - Bericht pro Juni 1915/ VII: Briefe patriotischen Inhaltes, 
Karton 3728, fasc. 1330.  
406 “Ich wäre zufrieden, wenn ich mich auf dem Schlachtfelde befände. So muß ich aber ein toter Körper für 
mein Vaterland sein”. Czarapaczynski, Wladimir, Letter to his wife, Archangelsk, 6 March 1915/ Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle 
„D“,Beilagen zum Monatsbericht pro April 1915 (Ukrainische Gruppe, Wien, 21. April 1915), Karton 3726 
(year 1914-15). 
407 “Lieber wäre ich auf dem Felde der Ehre gestorben als dass man mich gefangen hätte”. Geatza,Teodor, Letter 
to Jon of Stefan Geatza in Botuschana, Bukovina, Russia, 21 September 1915/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/ 
Armeeoberkommando / Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“,Karton 3731 (year 
1915). 
408 Leder, Paul, Die Universität von Czernowitz und der Friede im Osten (Fortsetzung), Czernowitzer 
Allgemeine Zeitung/Czernowitzer Tagblatt (Gemeinsame Kriegsausgabe), 23.02.1918, pp. 2-3. 
409 Aus schwerer Leidenszeit – Die Vorgänge in Czernowitz während der russischen Okkupation, Neue Freie 
Presse, 24.11.1914, pp. 4-5. 
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month.410 On 27 November they were back, followed by General Lavrentiev and Governor 
Evreinov on 1 December. They were accompanied by the Bukovinian-born Gerovsky 
brothers, Alexei and Georgi, well-known Pan-Slavists who had received international press 
attention when they stood trial in the so-called ‘Hungarian treason trial’ in Marmaros-Sziget 
(today Sighetu Marmaţiei, Romania): initially, 189 people had been arrested suspected of pro-
Russian agitation, their defence being that their activities had only been religious and aimed at 
coverting Uniate Ruthenians to Orthodoxy. The number of suspects quickly went down, but 
the Gerovsky brothers had remained under arrest. Even Pan-Slavist leader Count Bobrinsky 
appeared in court to their defence.411 In the end, the brothers managed to escape and now 
surfaced once again alongside the Russian occupiers. Alexei Gerovsky served as Evreinov’s 
personal secretary and was widely regarded as the evil genius behind the abuses under 
Russian rule and the climate of fear, rape, extortion, denunciations, arrests, anti-Semitic 
violence and deportations which quickly became daily routine.412 Word spread fast about the 
newly-acquired power of the Gerovsky brothers. One Bukovinian hostage wrote to one of 
them from Siberia to beg for his release: the hostage, an Orthodox priest, argued that his son 
fought in the Romanian army, therefore at the Russian side and as such the parents could not 
possibly be held hostage by those same Russians.413 

In the words of a Hungarian wartime publication: “Pubcrawlers, known cheaters and punished 
criminals seized power and for rubles they betrayed even their kin”.414 When the Russian 
occupation reached Kimpolung, Alexei Gerovsky expressed his disappointment at the cool 
reception the Russian ‘liberators’ were given by ‘the Romanians’, adding that ‘the Romanian 
government and the Romanian people supported the Russians and that the Romanian clergy 
had no reason to be loyal to Austria, since they had been oppressed enough’. Mayor George 
Hutu was forced to receive the Russian army inspector with a warm welcoming speech full of 
praise for the admirable Russian behaviour. It was officially announced that upon the request 
of the Romanian government, the Russian troops had been ordered to treat the local 
population with decency. In spite of these reassuring words, practice proved to be radically 
different: the city of Kimpolung suffered through the same ordeal of vandalism, violence, 
plunder, rape and theft as other Bukovinian towns.415 In Gurahumora, the picture was the 

                                                            
410 Hausleitner 2001, p. 85. 
411 Hungarian Treason Trial - Dramatic Appearance of Count Bobrinsky at Marmaros Sziget, New York Times, 
22.02.1914. 
412 Collected correspondence from occupied Bukovina with detailed descriptions of life under Russian 
administration in Schulz, Hugo (ed), In den Karpathen und im Buchenland, (Der österreichisch-ungarische 
Krieg in Feldpostbriefen, Vol. 2), Müller, Munich 1916, pp. 196-319. 
413 “Indem ich mich nun auf diesen Umstand berufe, dass mein einziges Kind sogar sein Leben Russland zum 
Opfer bringt, ersuche ich Sie, Sie möchten gefl. mir zur Freilassung, u.zw. entweder in meine Pfarrei Mahala 
oder nach Rumänien verhelfen. Die Gerechtigkeit kann es nicht dulden, dass die Eltern in russischer 
Gefangenschaft bleiben, während ihr einziger Sohn sein Leben für Russland opfert”. Zacharowski, Wiktor, 
Letter to Dr. Johann Gierowski in Czernowitz, Tomsk, 18 September 1916/ Verdächtige Korrespondenz, Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando / Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB)/ Ukrainische Gruppe 
B, Karton 3774, Fasc. 7588. 
414 Bukovina második felszabadítása, in: A Világháború Képes Krónikája, 52, 03.10.1915, pp. 399-401. 
415 “Er besuchte bei dieser Gelegenheit die gr.ort. Pfarrer Lutia Gheorghe und Nicolaus Zurkan, er spricht ihnen 
gegenüber die Verwünderung aus, daß die Rumänen die Russen so kalt empfangen, obwohl diese als ihre 
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same: Romanian speakers were harassed like everybody else. Only Jews were worse off than 
the rest of the population.416 In Sereth, Romanian speakers had tried to humour the Russian 
troops by putting Orthodox icons in their windows, but the Russians had met these efforts 
with scorn and derision.417 

Once the Russians were driven out a second time by the Habsburg armed forces, the 
reinstalled Austrian administration reported to Vienna how the population had remained loyal 
throughout the occupation and how the Austrian troops had been welcomed with rejoices and 
embraces. Those less thrilled about the turn of events were fortunately a minority, according 
to acting governor Ezdorf.418 From Kimpolung similar messages arrived, including a detailed 
list of those who had maintained cordial relations with the occupying forces. Cases differed 
from groups of ‘harlots’ - who had held orgies with Russian soldiers and were shipped off to a 
Suczawa clinic after they had been diagnosed with sexually transmitted diseases - to the wife 
of mayor George Hutu who had spread rumours that together with the Russians, the 
Romanian army would soon end Austrian rule once and for all. Two brothers by the name of 
Moldovan were said to have assisted Russian pillagers in Cossack disguise. For the rest, the 
‘traitors’ of Kimpolung had mainly been lower officials who had joined the Russians for 
parties and trips.419  

In Suczawa, most inhabitants had remained in the city, and apart from two or three cases, 
there had been no signs of treason. Priests had refused to pray for the Russian Czar and 
proudly related how they had continued to say public prayers for Emperor Franz Joseph, even 
when large numbers of Russian soldiers had attended mass. The efforts of the Gerovsky 
brothers had had no influence on religious practices, it was concluded complacently.420 In 
Gurahumora, the Habsburg soldiers were welcomed by jubilant crowds,421 and in Sereth, ‘the 
population had spontaneously amassed a hearty supper for the several hundred soldiers 
despite the poverty prevailing in the city and until midnight the crowd had cheered the 
soldiers in front of the Gymnasium where they were billeted’.422 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
Befreier kommen. (…) Gerowski fügt noch bei, daß die rumänische Regierung und das rumänische Volk den 
Russen zur Seite stehen und daß die die rumänische Geistlichkeit gar keinen Grund habe, Oesterreich treu zu 
sein, zumal dieselbe bisher genug bedrückt war”. Kapuscinski m.p. (Landesregierungsrat), Russeninvasion in 
Kimpolung in der Zeit vom 6. Jänner 1915 bis 5. Februar 1915, z.Zl. 4068/M.I. ex 1915, Vienna, 10 February 
1915/ KÜA (1915), Karton 36, fasc. 20.421. 
416 Meran, Rudolf, Vorgänge während der russischen Invasion in Gurahumora, 5758/MI, Vienna, 26 March 
1915/ OeST/KA/KÜA 1915, Karton 41, fasc. 22786, p. 4. 
417 DeladoANR, Romulus, Bucovina în 1914-1915, Şcoala Română, Suceava 1915, p. 42. 
418 Ezdorf, Josef, Situation in der Bukowina, Zl. 722/K Präs., Kolozsvár, 12 February 1915/ OeST/KA/KÜA 
1915, Karton 34, fasc. 18924. 
419 Kapuscinski m.p. (Landesregierungsrat), Russeninvasion in Kimpolung in der Zeit vom 6. Jänner 1915 bis 5. 
Februar 1915, z.Zl. 4068/M.I. ex 1915, Vienna, 10 February 1915/ KÜA (1915), Karton 36, fasc. 20.421. 
420 Tarangul m.p., Suczawa in der Bukowina; Situationsbericht, 4335/MI, 6 March 1915, Vienna, 6 March 1915/ 
KÜA, Karton 37, fasc. 20.723. 
421 Meran, Rudolf, Vorgänge während der russischen Invasion in Gurahumora, 5758/MI, Vienna, 26 March 
1915/ OeST/KA/KÜA 1915, Karton 41, fasc. 22786. 
422 “Trotz der Armut, die in der Stadt herrschte, wurde von er Bevölkerung für mehrere hunderte Soldaten ein 
reichliches Nachtmahl spontan zusammengetragen und bis gegen Mitternacht jubelte die Menge vor dem 
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In the much smaller community of Breaza, the number of sellouts had apparently been equally 
low, but the town council nevertheless felt the need to appease the Austrian authorities. They 
therefore sent a telegram to Vienna to ‘express their loyalty to dynasty and fatherland and to 
express their most sincere regret that some depraved wayward individuals (einige 
verkommene unerzogene Individuen) had been fooled into betraying the fatherland and 
requested that no conclusions regarding the otherwise loyal population be drawn from these 
isolated cases and that the declaration be brough to the steps of the Supreme Throne’.423  

A general report based on the wartime correspondence between Ruthenian-speaking prisoners 
of war and their relatives painted a rosy picture of the wide-ranging feelings of loyalty among 
those from the northern ‘Ruthenian’ area of Bukovina and the neighbouring Hutsul mountain 
region: 

What seems striking initially in the correspondence from this area is the general surfacing of 
national consciousness - but in the Austrian, loyal (kaisertreu) context - as well as the 
extremely low effectiveness and impact of the Russophile propaganda, just as the good spirit 
emerging from the letters of family members of those recruited for these regiments: the 
Tyroleans of the East. 

The censorship authorities did not only observe this loyalty, they also provided their own self-
assured Austrian explanation for it. Apart from its isolated location, “the mystery is easily be 
solved, ” Major Theodor Primavesi wrote to his superiors, “by the well-known fact that our 
Bukovina is so exemplary managed and governed that every peasant values and honours the 
government and its organs for reasons of expediency alone, because it lends him ascendancy 
over his Galician neighbour in every respect”.424 However, once the Russian troops had gone, 
a large number of people were arrested and transferred to the Talerhof internment camp. At 
two treason trials in Vienna in 1915 and 1916, thirty Russophiles from Galicia and Bukovina 
were sentenced to death.425 In Radautz, two people received the death penalty for 
collaboration, one of them a Hutsul who had cheered when Russian troops marched in: 
“Thank God, now the dominance of the Jews will come to an end”.426 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
Gymnasium, wo die österreichischen Truppen einquartiert waren, unseren Soldaten zu”. Jozefowicz m.p., 
Vorgänge in Sereth während und nach der russischen Invasion, 5759/MI, Vienna, 26 March 1915/ 
OeST/KA/KÜA 1915, Karton 41, fasc. 22785, Karton 3731, pp. 6-7.  
423 Gemeindeausschuss Breaza, Loyalitätskundgebung/Telegramm an den Landespräsidenten, weitergeleitet an 
Wien, 40/ D. Präs., Dornawatra, 18 February 1915/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI 75/2. 
424 “Hält man sich jedoch vor Augen, dass in die Bukowina und die Waldkarpathen der Sonderverfassung und 
theilweisen geographischen Lage nach die ‘polnische Gefahr’ nicht dringen konnte, weiss man, dass unsere 
Bukowina ein nach liberalen Prinzipien so musterhaft verwaltetes und geleitetes Land ist, dass jeder Bauer die 
Regierung und deren Organe schon aus Opportunitätsgründen schätzt un ehrt, weil sie ihm in jeder Beziehung 
ein Uebergewicht über den galizischen Nachbar gibt, dann ist des Rätsels Lösung klipp und klar”. Primavesi, 
K.u.K. Major Theodor, Bericht des Leiters der Zensur-Abteilung für Kriegsgefangenen-Korrespondenz 
(Ruthenen in der Bukowina und dem angrenzenden Gebiete der Waldkarpathen), Vienna, 20 June 1915/ Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/ Armeeoberkommando /Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, 
Karton 3727, pp.18-19. 
425 The sentences, however, were commuted to life imprisonment and the prisoners were all released in 1917. 
Magocsi 1996, p. 466. 
426 Turczynski 1993, p. 212. 
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Colonel Eduard Fischer, who led the Austrian troops back to Bukovina in 1915, wanted more 
ruthless action against Russophiles and at the same time recorded a more active ‘Greater-
Romanian agitation’ among social climbers in Bukovina. The Russians had enabled the latter 
to maintain contacts with nationalists from the Romanian Kingdom. Not only had those 
contacts intensified, a number of Romanian nationalists from Bukovina had also fled to 
Romania. One of them was journalist Ion Grămadă, who used to work for Bukovinian-
Romanian newspapers Deşteptarea, Românul and Viața Nouă. Once in Romania, he attracted 
the attention of the Habsburg authorities with an article in the Romanian newspaper 
Dimineața about the alleged Austrian persecution of Bukovinian Romanians. Bukovinian 
Viața Nouă publicly distanced itself from its former employee and his claims to speak on 
behalf of Bukovinian Romanians. The governor reported not to know the names published by 
Grămadă, but informed the authorities that he tried to avoid arrests among Bukovinian 
Romanians in order not to provoke anxiety in Romania. Nevertheless, some arrests had indeed 
taken place and had included ‘mistakes’ (Fehlgriffe).427 Intercepted letters from Bukovinians 
in PoW camps reveal that there had indeed been Romanian nationalists who had hoped for the 
incorporation of Bukovina by Romania, such as one Vasile Timeş who wrote to Elena Huțan 
in Kupka: “I dream again and again that I am peacefully at home with the Romanians as our 
rulers. May God grant that these dreams come true.”428 In that same village, Licheria Druciuc 
had waited in vain for a letter from her captive son who wrote: “From the lousy Austria we 
get neither money nor parcels - I tell you that if Bukovina will come under a different crown, 
I'll return to my family, but otherwise I’ll never come back to those stinking Jewish 
Austrians”.429 George Juraş wrote to Petrea Procopovici in Putna ‘to be even happier on the 
battlefield, fighting shoulder to shoulder with his Romanian brothers against the 
barbarians’.430 

 

From June 1916 onwards, Bukovina was once again in Russian hands and after Romania had 
joined the Entente troops in July 1916 in exchange for future control over Transylvania, Banat 
                                                            
427 Kriegsüberwachungsamt, Monarchiefeindliche Bewegung unter der Rumänen der Bukowina; Artikel Dr. Ion 
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Gott, dass sich die Träume verwirklichen”. Timeş, Vasile, Letter to Elena Huțan in Kupka, Totskoye (Russia), 
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Corceşti, former Cupca, Isle of Man, 1915, Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando /Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, Karton 3733. 
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Procopovici, Genova, 1 January 1917 (sent)/ Referat XVIII/ Monatsbericht über die Zeit v. 16. II – 30 IV. 1917: 
Die rumänische Frage/ II: Unsere Kgf. rumänischer Nationalität und der Krieg mit Rumänien – Ihre 
Behandlung als Rumänen in den feindlichen Staaten, Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“,Karton 3751, fasc. 4620. 
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and southern Bukovina, it occupied parts of the land as well. After the Russian February 
Revolution in 1917, the Gerovsky brothers with their ambitions to have the whole of 
Bukovina incorporated in the Russian Empire were put under arrest. Internal struggles 
weakened the Russian army and forced the troops to leave southern Bukovina to their 
Romanian allies. In August 1917, the last Russian units left northern Bukovina as well.  

Upon the return of Austrian control, there was some legal action against collaborators, but no 
further executions. Both Romanian and Ruthenian factions in the Austrian parliament had 
assured their loyalty towards the state throughout the war and were as such not among the 
suspects.431 Colonel Fischer reported to Vienna on loyalty issues in Bukovina along national 
criteria. He concluded that the Romanian nationalist intelligentsia had actively supported anti-
Monarchy forces while the Romanian-speaking peasants had largely maintained their loyalty 
for the sake of stability. Of all deserters from the Romanian language contingent, only five 
percent belonged to the peasantry (the Austrian censorship authorities meanwhile deducted 
from the meagre amount of Romanian-written letters432 from reconquered Bukovina that 
Romanian speakers had in general remained loyal). Fischer noted that, the Russian Revolution 
having been the knockout punch for their movement, Russophiles (Old-Ruthenians) had all 
but disappeared; Ruthenian-speaking peasants had mostly behaved like the Romanian-
speaking, although for some the social changes in the east had proved too tempting. Polish 
speakers were too insignificant in number to cause any trouble and German speakers had all 
been trustworthy, that is, non-Jewish German speakers. Fischer claimed that Jewish civil 
servants had in general remained loyal, but insisted that many Jews had done well during the 
occupation and as such had even provoked the envy of those Jews who had fled to the west 
and had equally been successful financially.433 Jewish deputy Benno Straucher drummed up a 
protest when he found out that a report by the Bukovinian local authorities had stated that the 
Jewish population of Bukovina ‘was rumoured to have taken advantage of the situation under 
the Russians, to have earned a lot of money and to have been permanent friends of the 
Russian administration’. Straucher objected that more than ninety percent of the Jewish 
population had fled Bukovina before the third Russian invasion and that only sick, helpless 
women and members of the poorest strata had remained. In turn, Jews from Russia and 
Romania had fled to the crownland. Straucher admitted that some of these ‘strangers’ might 
have taken advantage of the situation under Russian occupation, but emphasised that this 
attitude had in no way been exclusively Jewish, that the Jews of Bukovina had generally 
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maintained their ‘flawlessly loyal attitude’ (ihre tadellose loyale Haltung) and that the 
Emperor had praised them for this.434 

Archbishop Repta’s consent to hold a mass for the Russian Czar’s well-being in September 
1914 now had come back to haunt him. Before the war, Repta had never given reason to 
doubt his contentment with the Austrian authorities and when he was asked in 1913 to 
comment on Pan-Slavic allegations that Orthodoxy was oppressed under the Habsburgs, he 
had replied in an interview with Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung: 

As for the Archdiocese which I preside, such outrageous allegations are totally unfounded. We 
Orthodox are enjoying all rights and benefits the citizens of Austria-Hungary are granted. 
Yes, even more, you see the magnificent palace in which I live. That does not look like 
suppression. There is hardly an archbishop in Russia who can boast such a residence. The 
Church Fund, managed by Emperor Franz Joseph through his officers, ensures that we 
receive a most excellent education. Our priests are very well off, much better than elsewhere 
and than those from other denominations. I have repeatedly taken the opportunity to 
emphasise that we Orthodox have every reason to feel comfortable here.435 

Interestingly enough, in that same interview the Archbishop had explained that ‘theoretically 
speaking, the Orthodox recognise as their patron only the ruler of the country in which they 
live’. This line of thinking may have guided him when he gave in to Russian pressure to say 
public prayers for the Czar. Matters had gone well beyond this one-time event, however: on 2 
October 1914, Repta and his deputy Manastyrski ordered Bukovinian clerics to perform 
prayers for the well-being and prosperity of the Russian Czar, his mother, wife and son and 
furthermore to pray that ‘victory be upon the all-Russian, Orthodox and Christ-loving army’. 
They asked the population ‘to receive the Russian army which had come to liberate them from 
the heterodox (fremdgläubig) yoke and pressure in order for them to grow together as one 
with the great Russia under the Russian Czar’. Although the joint war edition of Czernowitzer 
Allgemeine Zeitung and Czernowitzer Tagblatt appreciated how Repta and his consistory had 
‘persevered with courageous self-sacrifice’ once the Russian troops had marched in while 
acknowledging that the clerics involved had found themselves in a ‘certain predicament’ after 
the Russian occupation, it doubted whether the threats against ‘the only Orthodox 
Metropolitan in Austria’ should have been taken all that seriously. Moreover, even 
considering that the many years the dignitaries had been in office cleared them from any ill 
intent, the newspaper held against them that they had ‘succumbed to compliance in times of 
serious ordeal’. It was clear that once Austrian rule had been restored, the positions of Repta 
and Manastyrski would be untenable. In August 1918, the Emperor relieved both of them of 
their duties.436  
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1917/ ANR, Fond ‘Guvernământul Bucovinei’, MI, mapa 84/3. 
435 Erzbischof Dr. von Repta über die russischen Vorwürfe der Unterdrückung der Orthodoxie in Oesterreich- 
Ungarn, Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, 09.04.1913, p. 1. 
436 Zum Wechsel in der Leitung der griechisch-orientalischer Bukowinaer Erzdiözese, (Vom Tage), Czernowitzer 
Allgemeine Zeitung/Czernowitzer Tagblatt (Gemeinsame Kriegsausgabe), 31.08.1918, p. 2. 
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Vienna received the usual reports about the general rejoicing among Bukovinians at the sight 
of the Austrian regiments marching in, but this time it could not disguise the heavy burden of 
suffered aggression and destruction. From Sereth, district captain Kössldorfer wrote to the 
Governor’s Office in Czernowitz on the situation of the town upon the return of the 
Habsburgs:  

The city of Sereth was festively decorated with flags and in general the atmosphere was 
pleasant and elevated because of the final liberation after twenty-one months of hostile 
invasion. The city and its inhabitants suffered greatly under Russian rule, particularly since 
the outbreak of the Revolution. All houses from which the inhabitants had fled were either 
completely destroyed or at least heavily damaged. (...) The people were robbed repeatedly and 
terrorised with threats of arrest and execution. Indeed, unfortunately some civilians were 
reportedly killed by the Russian military. By contrast, the Romanian troops, who occupied the 
city for about six weeks, behaved decently in every way towards both the population and the 
town.(...) I have not yet been in the position to find out more about the attitude of the 
population during the enemy occupation, but fortunately it was patriotic as far as I could 
judge.437 

 

From the letters they intercepted the Austrian censorship authorities learned that ‘the joy over 
the liberation of the native land from hostile hands was overshadowed by extraordinarily 
intense complaints about the complete lack of the most basic needs of everyday life’. If the 
ravages of the retreating enemy had caused considerable misery, confiscations by the Austrian 
troops had done the rest. People around Kimpolung complained how the Habsburg soldiers 
did not behave any better than the Russians had. On top of that, Habsburg forces on horseback 
marched in without any concern for field and crops and as such destroyed the livelihood and 
winter stock of the local population. From Czernowitz, voices were heard claiming that things 
actually had not been so bad under the Russians when basically everything had been 
available.438 The situation, and as such the general mood got even worse: the censorship 
officials noted in August 1918 that ‘in parallel with the deterioration of economic and military 
situation, the mood of the population had experienced a similar evolution; in earlier 
                                                            
437 “Die Stadt Sereth war festlich beflaggt und es herrschte allgemein eine freudige, gehobene Stimmung über 
die endliche Befreiung nach 21 monatliche feindlicher Invasion. Die Stadt selbst und deren Bewohner haben 
unter russischer Herrschaft, insbesondere seit Ausbruch der Revolution, sehr stark gelitten. Alle Häuser, aus 
denen die Einwohner geflüchtet waren, wurden entweder ganz zerstört, zumindestens sehr stark beschädigt. (...) 
Die Leute wurden wiederholt beraubt, durch Drohungen mit Verhaften und Erschiessen in Furcht und Schrecken 
versetzt; ja es sind sogar leider einige Ermordungen von Zivilpersonen durch russisches Militär zu verzeichnen. 
Hingegen haben die rumänischen Truppen, die die Stadt durch ca. 6 Wochen besetzt hielten, sich gegen die 
Bevölkerung und gegen die Stadt in jeder Beziehung einwandfrei benommen.(...) Ueber die Haltung der 
Bevölkerung während der feindlichen Besetzung konnte ich bisher noch nicht Genaues erfahren, doch war sie - 
soweit ich bisher feststellen konnte - erfreulicherweise im allgemeinen eine patriotische”. Kössldorfer, 
Bezirkshauptmann, An das Landesregierungs-Präsidium in Czernowitz/ Verlegung des Amtssitzes der 
Bezirkshauptmannschaft von Hliboka nach Sereth, Zl. 50/A.V., Sereth, 12 March 1918/ OeSt, AVA, 
Ministerium des Innern, Präsidiale Reihe, Karton 1293. 
438 GZNB, Stimmung und wirtschaftliche Lage der österreichischen Bevölkerung im Hinterland - Oktoberbericht 
(1917)/ Rumaenen, Vienna, 1917/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB) Zensurstelle „D“, Karton 3754, Fasc. 4863. 
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correspondence patriotic sentiments could often be observed in spite of the complaints, while 
now the correspondence lacked any trace of patriotism’.439  

According to American historian Hitchins, the intense wave of propaganda from Romania 
after the outbreak of war as well as Romania’s entry into the war in 1916 gradually 
undermined feelings of loyalty towards Austria.440 Be that as it may, the new Romanian 
authorities soon discovered that the results of their own campaign had not been satisfactory, 
either: after the incorporation of the crownland into Greater-Romania, they were unpleasantly 
surprised to find a less-than-obliging lot among the Romanian-speaking Bukovinian recruits. 
In June 1919, religious periodical Păstorul unfavourably compared them to their 
Transylvanian peers and insisted ‘that every scholar try to convince those young men of the 
just cause’.441  

 
 
3.4 Competing Identifications: Nation and Region 
 
For those promoting a stronger identification with Bukovina as homeland, it was obvious that 
such identification would not be able to replace or conquer the powerful influence of 
nationalism. Presenting the two as compatible and even mutually enhancing forces thus 
seemed a convenient way out. This way, ‘regionalists’ defending compatibility with 
nationalism applied the same methods as nationalists attempting to harmonise their agenda 
with loyalty to the State. Bukowinaer Post explained in 1898: 
 

Love for the native land first and foremost, that's true Bukovinianness. This Bukovinianness 
includes national sentiments; it leaves room for national equality and national cultural 
development. It wants each nation to seek heaven in its own fashion.442 (...) We do not demand 
the abandonment of the national idea. Far be this from us, for we regard the development of 
strong national sentiments a powerful promotion of culture and the peaceful competition 
between nations a noble emulation to the benefit of all.443 

 

In this spirit, Post applauded the way Diet President Wassilko defended Bukovinian interests 
in the Austrian parliament, noting how ‘he had surely not forgotten that he was Romanian, but 

                                                            
439 “Parallel mit der Verschlechterung der wirtschaftlichen und militärischen Lage hat auch die Stimmung der 
Bevölkerung eine Evolution mitgemacht: während früher in der Korrespondenz trotz der Klagen doch nicht 
selten patriotisches Empfinden wahrgenommen werden konnte, lässt die jetztige Korrespondenz jede Spur von 
Vaterlandsliebe vermissen”. GZNB, Beilage 17 zum Monatsbericht August 1918: Oesterreich politisch, Vienna, 
August 1918/ Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB), 
Karton 3760, Fasc 5207. 
440 Hitchins 1973, p. 624. 
441 “Prodata sfântă a fiecărui cărturar va fi deci, să lămurească poporul asupra scopului recrutărilor şi să ȋndemne 
prin vorbe binechibzuite pe acei tineri ce-i cheamă patria la arme”. Tomoiagă, I., Ȋn faţa recrutărilor, Păstorul, 
18, 15 June 1919, p. 1. 
442 Quoted after Frederic II of Prussia (“Jeder soll nach seiner Façon selig werden”) whose reign was marked by 
religious tolerance. 
443 Auf gemeinsamen Boden, Bukowinaer Post, 17.04.1898, pp. 1-2. 
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next to being Romanian he had also been an ardent Bukovinian who had not asked if his 
advocacy would benefit Germans, Romanians, Ruthenians or Jews but only bore in mind the 
fact that more general Bukovinian interests were at stake’.444  
 

However, when it became clearer that nationalism was on its way to become dominant and 
divisive in Bukovina, Bukowinaer Rundschau chose to depict it in 1904 as the ‘foreign 
organism’ which had eradicated the previously reigning Bukovinianness:  
 

National chauvinism, a western plant not present on our Bukovinian soil for a long time - we 
have to admit with great regret - has also made its way here and has taken firm root in our 
land. Here in Bukovina, where less than two decades ago there were only Bukovinians and 
nothing but Bukovinians, the nationality strife started to rage the same way as in the West. 
Soon there were not only Bukovinians who did not want to be anything else but Romanian, 
Ruthenian, Polish and German Bukovinians.445 

 
After the short-lived era of the Freethinking Alliance, it became clear that a system of 
nationally divided registers was politically inevitable. Still, Bukowinaer Post managed to 
defend the development in the light of Bukovinianness and viewed the registers as 
‘strongholds’ where the ‘consolidated national idea’ first had ‘to feel at home’ before it could 
be expected to ‘give room to the consideration that this way the beautiful land of Bukovina 
did not necessarily cease to be home to all’.446  
 
The notion of dual identification also surfaced in local fiction. In Michael Sawka’s novel 
‘Autumn… a story from Bukovina’ (Herbst... Eine Geschichte aus der Bukowina) about 
Bukovinian students in Vienna, one of the protagonists is being scolded for for introducing 
himself by nationality (Polish) rather than by region (Bukovinian).447 In his unpublished 
manuscript ‘Stevie - A Novel from Bukovinian Life’ (Fănucă - roman din viaţa 
bucovineană), Romanian-Bukovinian nationalist historian Teodor Bălan describes how a 
Polish-speaking Galician couple is abhorred when they find out that their daughter is involved 
with the protagonist: ‘a Bukovinian and a Romanian on top of that’ (acesta era bucovinean şi 
deasupra ȋncă romȋn).448  
 
In both Ruthenian and Romanian nationalist publications from Bukovina, love for homeland 
and for nationality often went hand in hand. In 1888, Ruthenian school inspector Omelyan 
Popovych published a poem in the Ruthenian version of the Bukovinian calendar in which, 
the author being abroad, longing for Bukovina and its natural splendour as well as for the 
‘Rus’ people, language and home’.449 Old-Ruthenian Hryhoriy Kupchanko wrote equally 

                                                            
444 Im Zeichen des Bukowinaerthums, Bukowinaer Post, 02.06.1898, p. 1. 
445 Einigkeit macht stark! Bukowinaer Rundschau, 04.12.1904, pp. 1-2. 
446 Der Landesgedanke, Bukowinaer Post, 27.03.1910, pp. 1-2. 
447 Sawka 1905, p. 4. 
448 Bălan 1961, p. 154. 
449 “Тутъ не нашӣ щирӣ рускӣ/ А чужій люди/ Тутъ нѢ друга, нѢ родины/ нѢ рôднои хаты!/ Тяжко, Боже, 
на чужинѢ/ вѢкъ свôй вѢкувати!/ Якъ бымъ крильця соколовӣ/ Мавъ я сиротина/ полетѢвъ бымъ, де 
зелена/ люба Буковина/ де Прутъ, Черемошь, Быстриця/ де горы Карпаты/ Въ БуковинѢ мило жити/ 
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tearful poetry from London, which was published in the newspaper Selyanin, describing how 
he missed not only the ‘Rus’ language and nation, but also the Bukovinian homeland and its 
people.450 A poem entitled “Canadian Song’ (Канадийска пісня) in Ruska Rada in 1904 
obviously intended to keep Bukovinian (Young-) Ruthenians from emigrating: the ‘I’ of the 
poem laments about having to leave his wife behind in Bukovina to build a better future in 
Canada, but also dreams of living happily one day in ‘Ukraine’, without explaining if he 
meant a future state or some ‘mythical’ Ukraine.451 Old-Ruthenians displayed similar a double 
adherence as shown by a poem in Narodna Rada in 1905 with a lamentation addressing ‘poor 
Bukovina’ which had always been green and beautiful before ‘the enemy’ moved in to 
persuade innocent Bukovinians to exchange ‘Mother Rus’ for the ‘shallow Ukraine’.452 In 
1908, the regional diet’s vice-president, Ruthenian nationalist Stepan Smal’-Stotsky declared 
that for him, ‘the alert activity for the nation (народ) and for all other native Bukovinians was 
and had been the one goal worth mentioning as the grandest of all honourable tasks’.453 Then 
again, within the larger framework of Bukovinian local politics, public declarations of such 
doubly-tied loyalty were unavoidable to keep the peace.  
 
The same tendency could be observed in Romanian Bukovinian nationalist circles. It had been 
a natural gesture for Mykola Vasylko to surprise Aurel Onciul with a group of national 
musicians from Romania in order to celebrate their ‘Bukovinian’ cooperation within the 
Freethinking Alliance in 1904. In a similar fashion, Bukovinian folklorist Simion Florea 
Marian, an ardent Romanian nationalist, was said to cherish ‘the love for his homeland and 
his own tribesmen (Volksgenossen).454 A Romanian Bukovinian prisoner of war was 
classified as a traitor by the Austrian censorshop authorities when in 1916 he asked the editor 
of the Bucharest periodical Adevărul for a favour: 
 

Your Truly, a Bukovinian native has ended up in Russian captivity from the ill-fated fortress of 
Przemyśl. The longing for homeland and nation forces me to approach the dear Editor with 
the request to send Your esteemed newspaper to my address in order for me to somewhat ease 
my thoughts and my national sentiments.455  

 
 
At times, friendly relations on crownland level looked entirely different once the Bukovinian 
border was crossed. An apt illustration of such a shift was the festive opening of a playground 
for children by the Polish ‘Sokół’ association of Czernowitz in 1909. Because the initiative 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
Мило й умирати.” Popovych, Omelyan, Bukovynskiy Kalendar’ na perestupniy rok 1888, Ruska Besida, 
Czernowitz 1888, pp. 41-56. 
450 Купчанко, Григорій, Писатель и просвѢтитель Руси, Селянинъ, 01.03.1896, p. 3. 
451 “Ой возить він те болото а сам ревно плаче/ Що вже свої України вже ніколи не побаче.” Колїсник, 
Тодер, Канадийска пісня, Руска Рада, 19.03.1904, pp. 89-90. 
452 Товтюкъ, Василїй, За вѢру и Русь, Народна рада, 16.12.1905. 
453 Як витали д-ра Стоцкого черновецкі Русини, Руска Рада, 25.01.1908, pp. 1-2. 
454 Friedwagner, Matthias, Rumänische Volkslieder aus der Bukowina, M. Niemeyer, Halle 1905, p. 6. 
455 GZNB, Karten hochverräterischen beziehungsweise antiösterreichischen Inhaltes, 28 April 1916/ Vienna, 
Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB)/ Gruppe Deutsch B, 
Sonderbericht No. XCVIII, Karton 3766, Fasc. E4841.  
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had been supported by the entire city council, representatives of the other nationalist diet 
factions in Bukovina were cordially invited to participate. Still, the Ruthenians led by Mykola 
Vasylko refused to attend. The refusal had little to do with local animosities, since, as 
Vasylko himself explained, ‘the consent between Ruthenians and Poles in Bukovina was good 
throughout with enough evidence to show for it’. Furthermore, Vasylko saw the Bukovinian 
Poles as active contributors to ‘the maintenance and reinforcement of peace between the 
nationalities’. Had the manifestation kept its local character, he maintained, the Bukovinian 
Ruthenians would have been happy to take part. However, the organisers from the Czernowitz 
‘Sokół’ had decided to invite Poles from outside of Bukovina as well. In the eyes of Vasylko, 
this ‘changed matters completely’: Czernowitz was now to be the scene of a ‘procession of 
Pan-Polishness’ (Allpolentum) and this wider context created difficulties, since ‘Pan-
Polishness stood opposite to Pan-Ruthenism’, and therefore, ‘what locally had been levelled 
and balanced was by no means any longer so because of the general political aspect the 
Czernowitz Poles had attributed to their celebration’.456 In other words, beyond the borders of 
easygoing Bukovina, Polish-Ruthenian relations were dominated and tarnished by the way the 
Polish elites in Galicia oppressed their Ruthenian-speaking peasantry. While Bukovinian 
Ruthenians and Bukovinian Poles gladly accepted invitations to the other’s festivities, Poles 
and Ruthenians in the purely national sense of the word were obliged to remain enemies.  
 
 
Not only was identification with both region and nationality a common occurrence and not 
only was nationalism at times regarded as a force from which the crownland eventually 
benefited: Bukowinaer Rundschau maintained in 1890 that regional chauvinism actually 
resulted from nationalism. The Rundschau blamed ‘nationality politics’ for the emergence of 
a ‘crownland notion’ (Landesgedanken) next to an ‘Empire notion’ (Reichsgedanken), with 
‘the provincial representations constantly trying to obtain concessions from the prerogatives 
of the united state organism’.457 
 
The assumed link between regional and national was not only perceived negatively: when 
Romanian nationalists organised a large-scale commemoration of the Moldavian prince 
Stephen the Great in 1904,458 both the Bukovinian local authorities and the local German-
language press emphasised that Stephen was a Bukovinian historical figure just as much as he 
was Romanian.459 Nationalists circles in Bukovina seemed less convinced of this existence of 
mutually enhancing identification concepts and were annoyed when regional ties appeared 
closer than those between ‘co-nationals’ from distant regions. The editors of Narodny Holos 
envied the Bukovinian Poles who went as far as to propose a diet candidate who was not even 
from Bukovina, as well as their Romanian competitors and saw Aron Pumnul, the Uniate 
Transylvanian teacher who introduced Romanian nationalism in Bukovina, as the prime 
example of inter-Romanian solidarity since Pumnul was revered and accepted in Bukovina in 

                                                            
456 Ruthenen und Polen, Bukowinaer Post, 2403, 04.07.1909, pp. 1-2. 
457 Gedenket der Landeskinder, Bukowinaer Rundschau, 14.12.1890, pp. 1-2. 
458 See paragraph 6.3: The 400th Anniversary of the Death of Stephen the Great in 1904. 
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spite of his regional and religious background. As such, other nations could serve as a ‘model 
for national unity’ for the Ruthenians.460 In the Romanian camp, however, the mood was less 
jubilant. Voinţa Poporului complained in 1906 about the way Romanians ‘from afar’ were 
ignored by Romanian speakers in Bukovina: 
 

In recent years, the number of complaints about a lack of Romanian professionals has risen. 
From Banat a barber and a Romanian merchant arrived. We have often addressed how the 
barber fares, however the berry merchant who has paid a considerable sum for the plot on the 
central square, does not quite have the support of the Romanians either. Our lot come to his 
shop, maybe ask how much this or that costs and then go on to buy the necessary goods from 
foreigners. We know the names of several people who claim to be nationalists over a glass of 
beer, but the facts show the opposite. They better keep this in mind and repent; otherwise we 
will reveal them and make public just whose words are bigger than their actions!461  

 
Who exactly was ‘the foreigner’ in the eyes of the Romanian-speaking shoppers in 
Czernowitz thus remains to be seen: much to the chagrin of the editors of Voinţa Poporului, 
the Romanian- speaking merchant seemed to have lost the competition. In 1913, Viaţa Nouă 
indignantly reported how a speech held by a Storozynetz lawyer named Comoroşan on the 
matter of language use in the courts and offices of the land had been rudely interrupted by a 
Romanian, ‘a prominent farmer from nearby’(gospodar fruntaş din ȋmprejurime). The man 
had allegedly shouted at the speaker that ‘Romanians did not need Romanian, but instead 
wanted to live in peace with the Jews and Germans and use the latter’s language’. The 
newspaper deplored the ‘ignorance of large parts of the rural masses’. It maintained the 
troublemaker had been ‘seduced by foreigners’ and largely blamed Bukovina’s Romanian 
‘pseudo-democrats’ for this ‘state of anarchy’, since they had downplayed the importance of 
the Romanian language and tricolour for over ten years. Like in the previous example, 
nationalists and their traget group did not seem to see eye to eye on who was a ‘foreigner’: 
whereas Voinţa Poporului evidently allotted that role to the mentioned ‘Jews and Germans’, 
the man interrupting Comoroşan’s speech clearly disagreed.462 Similar deliberations remained 
after the World War had started, as is illustrated by a 1917 letter to Ilie Damian in Stupka, 
Bukovina, from an unidentified PoW in Russian captivity: 
 

Some officers arrived, three in number, and they deceive the people so that they rush to the aid 
of the Romanians and liberate Romania with the help of the PoWs. There are scoundrels and 
vagabonds from Transylvania and Banat who have volunteered. But we, as many from 
Bukovina as we are - we all refused, because we still believe in God. Having already pledged 
loyalty to one emperor, should we now go to another? We will not as long as God keeps us 
alive!463 

                                                            
460 Національна єдніст в практиці у Поляків – а у нас, Народный голос, 09.20,1911, pp. 2-4. 
461 Cum n’ar trebui să fie, Voinţa Poporului, 26, 01.07.1906, p. 7. 
462 Un român contra limbei româneşti? (Informaţiuni), Viaţa Nouă, 100, 16.11.1913, p. 9. 
463 “Es sind Offiziere gekommen, drei an der Zahl, und betören die Leute, damit sie den Rumänen zuhilfe eilen 
und Rumänien mit Hilfe der Kgf. befreien. Es haben sich Schufte und Strolche gefunden, aus Siebenbürgen und 
dem Banat, die sich gemeldet haben. Aber wir, soviele aus der Bukowina da waren, - nicht einer war dazu zu 
haben, denn wir glauben noch an Gott. Haben wir nicht bereits einem Kaiser geschworen, da sollen wir zu einem 
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It may be argued that loyalty to the Austrian Emperor dominated over regional solidarity here, 
but the fact that the ‘brethren’ from Transylvania and the Banat were being despised as 
‘scoundrels and vagabonds’ surely did not comply with the ‘foreigner-brother’ dichotomy 
Romanian nationalists in Bukovina so ardently advocated. 
 
Once the war was over and the Romanian government in Bucharest sat down to discuss how 
the newly-acquired provinces were to be incorporated in the Romanian state, regional 
patriotism was once again brought to the fore. As Romanian historian Sever Zotta commented 
in his personal notes, the Romanian political elite discussed if Bukovina was to keep the 
rights it had enjoyed under Habsburg rule (a provincial diet, the autonomous administration of 
the land's institutions by the diet president etc.) or that unification was to be ‘unconditional’. 
According to Zotta, ‘for those who put the interest of the peoples above provincial ones, even 
though their local patriotism was quite developed, the question did not cause any difficulty at 
all’: the relative majority of Romanian nationalists in the Bukovinian Diet was considered too 
weak to guarantee the Romanian nationalist course Bucharest desired. Moreover, the 
incorporation of much larger Transylvania was about to be finalised, so any concessions to 
Bukovina would certainly have complicated the negotiations between the Romanian 
government and Transylvania’s negotiators.464 Bukovinian local autonomy and a possible 
regional chauvinism were seen as a direct threat and an important reason to impose a strictly 
centralised regime on the freshly-acquired Romanian citizens.  
 
 
Within the context of Ruthenian nationalism in Bukovina, the regional element had an extra 
dimension. Those resisting the militant rhetoric of Young-Ruthenian politicians like Smal’-
Stotsky and Pihuliak agreed that the situation of Ruthenians under the Polish yoke in Galicia 
served as a justification for radicalism over there, but maintained there was no place for it 
Bukovina. Bukowinaer Post stated that ‘in the homeland there was no Ruthenian question in 
the proper sense of the word, since the indigenous Ruthenians were primarily real Austrians 
and true, loyal sons of the narrow homeland (engere Heimat)’.465 Logically, in the Young-
Ruthenian discourse the differences between Galician and Bukovinian Ruthenians were 
                                                                                                                                                                                          
anderen gehen? Wir gehen nicht, so lange uns Gott am Leben lässt!” Unknown PoW, Letter to Ilie Damnian in 
Stupka, Yusovka (Yekaterinoslav), 6 July 1917/ Die rumänische Frage – Novemberbericht (1917), Referat 
XVIII/16, E.F. St. von Volcinschi, Vienna, Kriegsarchiv/Armeeoberkommando/ Gemeinsames 
Zentralnachweisbüro (AOK/GZNB), Karton 3755, between fasc 4900 and 4901. 
464 Chestiunea principală era, dacă Bucovina să-şi păstreze autonomia, cel puţin ȋn măsura drepturilor acordate ei 
de către Austria, precum; dieta provincială, administraţia autonomă a instituţiunilor Ţării (spre deosebire de cele 
ale Statului) de subt conducerea prezidentelui dietii (Mareşalul Ţării) etc., sau dacă unirea să aibă loc 
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Notes on transition of power in 1918, 1918 (after)/ ANR, Fond personal ‘Sever Zotta’, dosar 11. 
465 Ruthenenfragen in der Bukowina, Bukowinaer Post, 16.06.1895, pp. 1-2. 
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negligible: in contrast to Ruthenian speakers in Transleithania and Russia, Galicians and 
Bukovinians were neighbours within the borders of one Empire, and although ‘the fields of 
Bukovinian rye were somewhat different from those in Galicia’, Young-Ruthenians in 
Bukovina felt ‘obliged to shine and come together jointly in a spiritual bond, one national 
idea, the national autonomy of one nation’.466 In later years, tensions between Galician and 
Bukovinian Ruthenians became apparent when they formed a joint Ruthenian Club in the 
Austrian parliament. The Bukovinian press was not surprised when it collapsed and wondered 
how the small group of Bukovinian Ruthenians could possible benefit from the close 
cooperation with their Galician ‘brethren’: the latter only seemed to take advantage of the 
Bukovinians and came to Bukovina in droves to enlarge their influence. According to 
Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung, Bukovinian and Galician Ruthenians overestimated their 
common features: 
 

No matter how much they speak of the solidarity of national interests or are even inclined to 
anticipate national autonomy as aspired by the Ruthenians and thus regard the blurring of the 
boundaries between Galicia and Bukovina as a question of the very near future, there are 
such huge differences between the Ruthenians on both sides of the Dniester and the 
Czeremosch that no common program and no joint club is cemented firmly enough to 
eliminate these. (...) Nor has the venerable Orthodox Church in Bukovina remained without 
influence on the development of characters and on the emergence of a latent world view, 
which takes effect at certain moments and then opens up the entire gap between these people. 
Bukovinian soil is not the same as the Podolian plain and there is a whole world between 
Kotzman and Rava-Ruska.467  

 
The Allgemeine regarded the Ruthenians at the Bukovinian side of the border river ‘simply a 
different breed of people, alien to national fanaticism, pleased with the achievements so far 
and unwilling to plunge the land into national and social-revolutionary confusion’, and called 
on them to ‘give up the tactics estranging them from their own soil and making the land to 
which they belonged an arena of ideas and aspirations not indigenous to Bukovina’.468 Old-
Ruthenians had an additional religious argument against the ‘Galician foreigners’, who were 
by and large Uniate believers and as such ‘enemies of the great Russian Orthodox nation’. 
They invoked the regional differences to coin the language they used ‘Bukovinian-Russian’ 
which was to contrast favourably with the ‘Ukrainian’ of their Young-Ruthenian competitors, 
‘this artefact of Polish and colloquial speech’.469 The central theme of Old-Ruthenian election 
campaigns in Bukovina was the contrast between good - the indigenous Orthodox-Russian 
Bukovinians - and evil - the intruding Uniate-Galicians.470  
 

Once Ruthenian-speakers from Bukovina had taken the step to start a new life across the 
ocean, their longing and homesickness seemed more often directed towards the notion of 
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‘Bukovina’ than to towards ‘Mother Rus’ or ‘Ukraine’. A group of Bukovinian emigrants 
established a settlement in Argentina in 1902. Had they been Old-Ruthenian nationalists, they 
could have opted for a name like ‘Rus’; had they been Young-Ruthenians, a name like ‘Sych’ 
or ‘Shevchenko’ might have been deemed appropriate. However, as Selyanin reported, they 
opted for ‘Bukovina’.471 Equally, a ‘folk song’ published in Ruska Rada in 1904 describes 
feelings of loneliness in Canada472 during the Easter days and exclusively addresses 
‘Bukovinians’ and ‘little Bukovina’ (Буковинка): 
 

Oh you brothers Bukovinians, my native brothers/ Don’t go, don’t go to Canada, for you’ll be 
poor/ God giveth that my mother-in-law never die/ And write to me many letters from little 
Bukovina/ Like the letters she wrote and sprinkled with tears.473  

 

No matter how creative the solutions often were, defending both a pronounced regional and a 
national identification was a tiresome enterprise. An easier solution was diminution: instead 
of being both Bukovinian and Ruthenian or Romanian, one could maintain to be Bukovinian-
Ruthenian or Bukovinian-Romanian. When university dean Adler opposed the electoral 
register system in 1909, he underlined the common regional interests while carefully showing 
sympathy for nationalist sentiments and thus stated to ‘fully understand how one cannot 
possibly be simply Bukovinian-Ruthenian, Bukovinian-German or Bukovinian-Romanian’.474 
But exactly this subset approach was invoked by the Old-Ruthenians to maintain a safe 
distance from the stiff Young-Ruthenian competition from Galicia. A poem from 1897 by 
Dimitri Yakubovych encouraged ‘Bukovinian-Ruthenians’ to remain loyal to the Orthodox 
faith.475 

Romanian nationalists resorted to the same approach when they addressed the ‘foreign threat’ 
posed by Galician Young-Ruthenians and positioned themselves specifically as ‘Bukovinian-
Romanians’; as such, criticism aimed at Romanian nationalists from Bukovina for leaning on 
support from Romania and Transylvania in the same way the Young-Ruthenians in Bukovina 
received assistance from Galicia could be diverted. During the standoff between the Orthodox 
Romanian nationalist clerics en governor Bourguignon in 1899, Deşteptarea reported how ‘as 
a reward for the unwavering trust in Throne and Empire’, the governor and his advisers 
together with the ‘newcomers’ (venetici) had started to ‘hunt’ the Bukovinian-Romanians, 
supported by ‘Papist monks and Jesuits’ who had taught them how to hit their victims ‘more 
satanically’ only because the latter had not ‘abandoned the true faith like the Ruthenians, the 
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rabid dogs from Galicia’ had.476 Other Romanian nationalists insisted the specificity of 
‘Bukovinian-Romanianness’ was the negative effect of ‘being so completely isolated from 
their co-nationals that even their language ran the risk of obtaining distinctly Bukovinian 
specifics’.477 

 

That said, at times nationalists in Bukovina were too close for comfort to their ‘co-nationals’ 
across the border. Particularly the continuous scrutiny Nicolae Iorga’s ‘Cultural League’ 
exercised over Romanian activism in Bukovina caused annoyance. This unease had surfaced 
when Iorga’s paper Neamul Românesc accused Bukovinian Orthodox Metropolitan Vladimir 
Repta of ‘flirting with the Bukovinian Jews’ in 1908. It was subsequently being reprimanded 
by Bukovinian Viitoriul for its lack of knowledge regarding Bukovina’s social conditions and 
kindly asked to leave the crownland in peace.478 These sentiments were not new and not 
limited to particular circles of Romanian nationalists: Aurel Onciul’s Voinţa Poporului, a 
radical opponent of the conservative clerical Viitoriul had already lashed out much more 
venomously against critical publications from Romania in 1903: 

For quite some time the newspapers from the Kingdom of Romania make bold to meddle in 
our political affairs without having even the faintest clue of our factual records. Ignorance 
and superficiality are typical for journalism in the Kingdom. With arrogance only typical for 
over there they pronounced their verdict on our business. Messenger-boys paid by the large 
landowners make up these fabrications in order to mislead our political and economical 
circles more effectively. (...) And with what right do these gentlemen interfere in our affairs? 
Is there even one single aspect in the way the Kingdom is governed which might serve us as an 
example? Please, do tell us! Public and private morality are below all standards there. 
Divorces are the order of the day. Mothers quarrel with their daughters over shared lovers. 
Women go from one divorce to another until their lives of debauchery plunge them with 
wrinkled faces into the darkness of oblivion. Perjury is the order of the day. Peasants are 
sucked dry and gone to rack; without culture and economic power, they are formally free but 
politically the eternal serfs of a boyar clique. Industry and trade are in foreign hands. 
Everything foreign becomes wealthy through serious work and devotion in this country rich 
and blessed by nature with its enormous treasures, even the beleaguered and destitute Jews 
acquire considerable possessions, only the natives do not. Large landowners lease out their 
land, exploit the peasants and extort money from wherever they can only to squander it in 
Monaco and Paris. 

The article continued with harsh attacks on Romanian political culture and the dismal way 
seasonal labourers from Bukovina were treated in ‘the sweet Romanian land’ (dulcea ţară 
romănească) and predicted that as long as ‘boyar politics’ dominated in Romania, the country 
would remain ‘a Turkish pashalik’- a particularly delicate insult coming from Austria.479 
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While the clerical mouthpiece Viitoriul intended to defend the head of the Bukovinian 
Orthodox Church and peasant-oriented Voinţa Poporului grabbed the opportunity to attack the 
landowner class it so ardently despised, the underlying message was the same: Romania 
would have to perform a great deal better before it was entitled to cry wolf about the 
conditions in Bukovina. 

With the rising political tensions in the spring of 1914 eventually leading to the World War, 
irredentist voices from Romania became louder. Once again it was the ‘Cultural League’ 
which caused outrage in Austria when its secretary referred to ‘the situation of neglect of the 
Romanians in the most forgotten, ill-fated part of the alienated Romanian soil’. Bukovinian 
Romanian nationalists like the president of the Romanian Club in the Austrian parliament, 
Teofil Simionovici, hastened to deny any connection to the ‘Cultural League’. Others, like 
Czernowitz theology professor Ştefan Saghin, limited themselves to the formulation that ‘in 
principle they opposed the interference of one state in the affairs of another’480 - views which 
were not repeated when after the end of the war, unification of Bukovina with Romania 
became a likely scenario.481 Aurel Onciul was more outspoken and explained the genesis of 
the ‘League’ as a reaction on the situation of Romenian speakers under Hungarian rule, 
adding that any of its interferences in Bukovinian affairs was ‘downright unpleasant and 
undesirable’ (absolut unsympatisch und unerwünscht). Onciul went on to say that Bukovinian 
Romanians had no reason to complain about their ‘national situation’: the comments made by 
the ‘League’ resulted from the Romanian-Ruthenian power struggle within the Bukovinian 
Orthodox Church, and neither Romanian speakers in Bukovina nor the leading circles in 
Bucharest supported the ‘League’s’ allegations.482 

 

Ruthenian nationalists in Bukovina had neither the luxury nor the threat of a ‘Ruthenian state’ 
next door. As such, irredentism and state-supported national initiatives were not a topic as in 
circles of Bukovinian Romanian nationalists. Nevertheless, interference from the Galician 
Ruthenian nationalists as decried by Old-Ruthenians and Bukovinian Romanian nationalists 
was not as much appreciated by Bukovinian Ruthenian speakers as Ruthenian leaders like 
Mykola Vasylko liked to suggest. Galicians with their history of oppression by the Polish-
speaking upper crust were thought to bring a degree of fanaticism not native to Bukovina and 
detriment to the position of Bukovinian Ruthenian speakers.483 In speeches for his own 
followers, Vasylko himself addressed the ‘difference’ (ріжниця) between Galician and 
Bukovinian Ruthenians. He went on to underline how much the Bukovinians owed to the 
cooperation with the ‘Galician brothers’ and how unknown Ruthenians would have been to 
the outside world had they not been able to refer to ‘the millions of brothers in Galicia’.484 
Vasylko knew that he had to be convincing: the steady influx of Galicians, who also formed 
the majority in the Ruthenian secondary schools the Young-Ruthenians in Bukovina were so 
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proud of, did not much to warm Bukovinian Ruthenian speakers to a joint national cause; the 
local press nicknamed the schools in Wiznitz and Kotzman ‘cuckoo’s eggs’ and deplored how 
Bukovinian Ruthenian-speakers had to compete for jobs with the Galician newcomers.485  

 

3.5 Bukovinianness – Notions of ‘Native’, ‘Foreign’ and ‘People’ 

The concept of ‘native soil’ (Heimat) in Bukovina was often combined with ‘autonomy’ and 
thus opposed to Galicia. Bukowinaer Journal, although nationalist in the sense that it was the 
organ of the Romanian large landowners, regarded it one of its principal tasks ‘to remain 
vigilant over any overt or covert effort directed against the autonomy of the native land or 
aimed at preventing its full development’ and linked this ambition to the slogan ‘Bukovina for 
the Bukovinians’ (Die Bukowina den Bukowinaern).486 In the same sense, the newspaper 
reported on the case of a Dr Samson Bodnărescu, who passed away in Romania after he had 
left his ‘native land’ (Heimat) where he had been unable to find work - the underlying 
message being that non-Bukovinians stole the jobs to which ‘real’ Bukovinians were entitled - 
and now had found his final resting place ‘in foreign soil’ (in fremder Erde).487 In the same 
issue Bukowinaer Journal reported how Bukovinian historian Demeter Onciul had been 
appointed member of the Romanian Academy of Science after having been ‘forced to leave 
his native land because the government in Bukovina had not been able to employ him’.488 In 
Voinţa Poporului, a Romanian-speaking veteran of the 41st - the ‘Bukovinian’- Regiment 
described how he came home to his ‘native land’ (patrie) after having stayed in Vienna for 
two years.489 In the first two examples, both coming from nationalist sources, Bukovina is 
‘native soil’ and Romania ‘foreign territory’. In the last account, the Bukovinian native land is 
juxtaposed with ‘foreign’ Vienna. Deputy Mayor Reiss of Czernowitz remarked at the festive 
opening of the 41st Regiment’s Officer’s Mess in 1905 that the goodwill of the Bukovinian 
population towards the military was rooted in the fact that the Regiment’s members were all 
‘sons of the narrow homeland’.490 Hermann Mittelmann, who was an avid promoter of 
tourism to Bukovina in the early 1900s, maintained that ‘who was born in Czernowitz and 
called Bukovina his native land felt like a true Bukovinian was interested for the wellbeing of 
city and land’ - and went on to express his surprise at the municipal council’s lack of 
preparations for the city’s 500th anniversary.491  
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Whereas the concept of a Bukovinian Heimat could quite comfortably be combined with other 
identifications like nationality or the state, the idea of one Bukovinian people (Volk/ popor/ 
народ), was considerably harder to accommodate since it competed directly with nationalist 
claims. Nationalist historiography flatly denies its existence, or, in the words of Romanian 
historian Radu Grigorovici, ‘not a history book in the world mentions a ‘Bukovinian people’, 
since the Bukovinian population lacked common elements such as language, religion and 
government organisation to set them apart from their neighbours’.492 Nevertheless, the term 
was not unknown during the days of Habsburg rule. Already in 1891, Bukowinaer Rundschau 
had used its welcoming words to new governor Pace to declare ‘a united Bukovinian people 
(ein einig Volk von Bukowinaern), united by peace and tolerance’,493 but only with the 
appearance of Aurel Onciul and the Freethinking Alliance the term gained steam: since the 
political program of the Alliance had a socio-economic character and initially downplayed the 
respective nationalist agendas of the various partners, the peasant and farmer electorate was 
more often addressed as the ‘the Bukovinian people’.494 At times, the notions of ‘one 
Bukovinian people’ and ‘the different nations of Bukovina’ could be found in one breath as 
Voinţa Poporului demonstrated in 1904 when it commented on the years in office of 
Governor Hohenlohe and mentioned that under Hohenlohe ‘the Bukovinian people had tasted 
the benefits of law and justice for the first time and because of this he had at once conquered 
the hearts of all cohabiting peoples’.495 A similar ambivalence can be observed in the way 
Voinţa described how Metropolitan Repta was ‘loved and venerated by the entire Bukovinian 
people indifferent of nation (neam) or denomination’.496 The Ruthenian-language press 
supporting the Alliance also spoke of ‘the entire Bukovinian people’ (цҌлый буковинскій 
народъ) in an appeal to the electorate signed by ‘the united election committee of the Russian 
national party, Romanians, Germans, Poles, Jews, Lippovans, Hungarians and Slovaks’.497 

Once the short-lived heyday of the Freethinking Alliance had passed, the epithet of the 
‘Bukovinian people’ remained. It was now nostalgically referred to by some as an 
achievement of the Alliance itself, as Bukowinaer Post showed in 1906 when it mourned the 
deteriorating political relations in Bukovina:  

Back when the Freethinking Alliance triumphantly entered Bukovina, when all nations and 
religions flocked to its banner, when the shining success beckoned to present to the astonished 
and envious Empire in beautiful Bukovina a united people of Bukovinians as a matter of pride, 
as a landmark, even as the most precious possession of the land, then the necessary conditions 
were readily available.498 
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Whether as a political achievement or as a utopian vision, ‘the Bukovinian people’ as a 
category had found a way into the discourse. When Czernowitzer Allgemeine Zeitung 
complained about the naive local attitude towards politics, the article simply stated: ‘We are a 
sanguine bunch’ (Wir sind ein sanguinisches Völklein).499 

 

Bukovinian, first of all 

Next to the various brands of nationalism, loyalty to State and Emperor and combined 
identifications with both the ethnie and the region, Bukovina proper had emerged as a focus 
of self-consciousness from the moment autonomy from Galicia was lobbied and achieved. 
One of the spiritual fathers of this autonomy, Eudoxiu Hurmuzaki, was applauded by both his 
fellow deputies and the audience when he declared his vision in the Bukovinian Diet in 1863: 

Only since Bukovina is allowed to think audibly and effectively as Bukovina, only from this 
moment it can also apply the famous words to itself: cogito, ergo sum. It is joyfully aware of 
its existence as well as of its position. Like a Roman scion grafted onto the mighty Germanic 
oak trunk in Vienna, which gives it a fixed location and ample nutrition, Bukovina wants to 
branch from this tree and use its juices to grow a lush flower; at the same time, it wants to 
maintain the individuality of a branch entirely and just sprout from its own buds the fruits 
nature allotted to it; in short, it wants to be and remain a Bukovina bedded on Austria.500 

Shortly before the war, in February 1914, priest Emilian Markowiewicz from Czernawka 
noted that Hurmuzaki’s grave was not even marked by a cross. He declared it ‘obvious to 
each indigenous Bukovinian that on the grave of this noble son of the smaller fatherland, who 
worked almost his whole life for its autonomy, not a simple stone cross, but a monument 
should be erected to bear witness to the fact that the Bukovinians know how to honour the 
father of their autonomy and that such a monument should be erected by the entire land’.501 
That last remark was indisputably directed at Romanian nationalists who claimed Hurmuzaki 
as a patron saint of their own cause.502 

 

The local German-language press acted as an important vehicle for the notion that Bukovinian 
interests should come first. In 1899, Czernowitzer Presse took pains to portray evidently 
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nationalist politicians like Vasylko and Straucher as equally ardent Bukovinians, defending 
the wellbeing of the entire crownland in Vienna.503  

Bukowinaer Rundschau claimed in 1905 that ‘the local press (…) had always shared the one 
fixed principle of engaging only in true regional politics, regardless of political position on 
party affiliation, serving first and last of all the interests of the land and its inhabitants’.504 
Indeed, the prominent Bukovinian papers based their right to exist as well as their added value 
on their position as ‘autonomists, Bukovinians with heart and soul’, as the founding principles 
of Bukowinaer Post would have it in 1893, underlining that it did neither accept any 
interference from Galicia nor encourage any nationalist activism outside the Bukovinian 
realm: 

And no more than we like to see or sanction that external influences assert themselves here, 
we avoid to reach beyond the borders of the land ourselves. We grant our most benevolent 
endorsement and most energetic support to national claims, whether they come from 
Romanians, Germans or Ruthenians, provided they remain within the circle to which our 
previously indicated autonomist principle confines us. If, however, manifestations of national 
sentiments here and there reach beyond this circle - undoubtedly with the best and the most 
intentions - they leave us cold.505 

 
In 1896, Post discussed ‘true Bukovinianness’ by deprecating nationalism rather than 
dismissing it. It pointed a finger at Hungary ‘which sought to eliminate with a vengeance 
every stirring in this direction with its despotic hand’ and as such produced exactly the 
opposite effect. Post deemed it of minor importance if a Bukovinian deputy to the Austrian 
parliament represented a constituency largely belonging to another ethno-national group than 
himself, as long as the one elected was ‘a true Austrian Bukovinian’. What mattered was that 
Bukovinians were ‘all children of the same land, relying on mutual good-will’, that this had 
always been the state of affairs and should remain so in the future.506 By 1900, the newspaper 
asserted that ‘individual parties’ had had their own periodicals, but the land as a whole had 
lacked one and Bukowinaer Post aimed fill that gap as ‘the embodiment of Bukovinianness’ 
(Verkörperung des Bukowinaerthums).507 Post went as far as to assert that ‘maintaining and 
keeping alive the ‘crownland notion’ (Landesgedanken) was a preschool for the continued 
existence of the ‘Empire notion’ (Reichsgedanken)’ and that ‘in Bukovina, true Austrianness 
without sincere Bukovinianness was not easily conceivable.508 By putting ‘Bukovinianness’ at 
the top of the identification hierarchy, Bukowinaer Post thus defined the kind of 
‘Bukovinism’ Romanian nationalists later came to denounce so passionately.  
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The ambition to act as the single mouthpiece of the united crownland was not unique, as 
Czernowitzer Tagblatt demonstrated when it claimed that with its establishment in 1902 ‘for 
the first time an attempt had been made to create a worthy body to represent the land both 
inside and outside its borders’.509 Bukowinaer Rundschau commemorated its twenty-fifth 
anniversary in 1906 with the self-congratulatory remark that ‘with all the changing attitudes 
and relations, it had been loyally standing on guard, defending the welfare of the land in every 
situation, protecting and promoting it, never having waned and always first in line with regard 
to its duty and zeal for beautiful Bukovina and its inhabitants’.510  
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